London-born (1926) Dov Chaikin, together
with his two older brothers and their
mother, was brought to Jerusalem in May
1928, to be brought up by his orthodox
Jewish paternal grandparents, his father
having passed away earlier that year.
He has very fond memories of his early
childhood and teens in 1930s Jerusalem,
which

the

reader

would

find

quite

fascinating.
Claiming he was 18, in April 1942 he joined the ranks of the British
Army, seeing service in Egypt and Libya and from 1944 in Italy with the
independent Jewish Brigade Group. In civilian life after his demobilization
in March 1947, he occupied various positions, including that of head
of the English division of the Israel Government Press Office.
It was in August 1976 that he met his future wife, Tehilah, who was used
by the Lord to draw him to the Jerusalem Narkis Street congregation. His
telling of how he came to faith in Yeshua (Jesus) is a most extraordinary
testimony.
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Preface
Sheikh Jarrah - November 2004.

Hugh Kitson was filming for The Forsaken Promise, and he wanted to
interview me in situ, on the road to Scopus. Kelvin Crombie had alerted
him to the fact that I had witnessed the 1948 massacre. Kelvin had been
after me for some time, to put pen to paper. As he put it: “How many of
us can lay claim to having lived in the Land since the 1920s?! You have
a story to tell - and it needs telling!” Something, though, was holding
me back.
It was there, at the bend in the road, as I was recalling what happened
on 13th April 1948, that the dam began to crack. But it wasn‘t until May
2008, when a small group of us held a memorial service at the spot, that
I felt a release to essay it. Memory, though, may not adequately serve
me, and I must beg the reader’s indulgence for any regrettable gaps.

This is my story
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Prologue
“Stop those Christian phrases!” I snapped at her, when she tried to share
her faith with me. But there was something about her... It wasn’t just her
looks, for all that I found her extremely attractive. It was something undefinable, a spiritual quality. I wondered why she wanted to attend that
particular congregation in Jerusalem, the only one she knew at the time.
Curiosity prompted me to tag along, little knowing what I was letting
myself in for.
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Introduction
Some time after arriving at Baptist House1 in late 1981 as a very new
disciple of Jesus I had my first encounter with Dov Chaikin.
I am not sure of the exact occasion but it was either while attending the
early morning Bible Study or the main service, but I do recall that some
one made a statement and used some words of Hebrew. This was this
poor man’s big mistake.
Almost immediately another gentleman jumped up and interjected,
and very quickly corrected the improper pronunciation of Hebrew by the
poor unsuspecting person.
For someone like myself who was only a new disciple of Jesus, and
in the early stages of learning Hebrew, this was quite a sobering observance.
In the three years that Baptist House was my spiritual home I recall
there were several other such instances when this well dressed and well
spoken man would ‘correct’ such improper usage of the sacred tongue.
Interestingly Pastor Bob (Lindsey) didn’t seem to mind, and didn’t seem
to castigate this man doing as he did.
It seemed to me that this well presented man did not broker fools,
or Hebrew incompetents (and probably English language incompetents
as well for he also spoke English quite eloquently). I never made any
attempts to get too close to him, for being an Australian, I was sure he
would correct me not only on my Hebrew but probably on my poor rendition of the English language as well!
That man, that corrector of Hebrew, that eloquently dressed man - was
none other than Dov Chaikin!
Many years later that I had my next encounter with Dov, through a mutual friend named Anita K. In fact we were renting a property from Anita, and she asked us to host Dov and his beautiful wife Tehilah. I was, I
have to admit, a touch nervous about having ‘this man’ staying under
my roof for a few days.
This time, though, I got to know the other Dov (perhaps the ‘real’ Dov).
This was Dov the person and not the Hebrew or Hebraic roots scholar.
In fact I recall telling him once of my initial impressions of him, and
1 West Jerusalem Baptist Congregation or Narkis Street Congregation.
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although Dov was somewhat ‘put-back’ by my observation, Tehilah had
a good old laugh about it. She well understood.
This second encounter with Dov (and now with Tehilah as well) was
the beginning of a long and wonderful relationship. I loved listening
to their life encounters, and particularly of Dov’s experiences growing
up in Jerusalem, in the British Army, in the Jewish Brigade, witnessing
the Hadassah Massacre, his coming to faith in Jesus as his Messiah and
more.
Here was, I thought, a genuine living link with the 1920’s - and a Messianic link included in the bargain. How many others I expressed to him
could be in such a position.
‘Dov’ I told him on numerous occasions, ‘you need to tell your story.’
This then is Dov’s story, and in part 2, of Tehilah’s story as well. It is a
great story, a touch involved and heavy at times, but there are tasty morsels even in those parts.
What is so wonderful in this narrative is the beautiful story of a cherut
(similar to a taxi) trip from the Ben Gurion airport via Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. While most of us who have endured that bone shattering trip have
no other thought than, ‘I hope I get to the airport (or home) in one piece,’
here is a story of two life changing experiences all wrapped up in one from one such cherut trip.
That cherut ride was destined since the foundation of the earth to take
place; for on that trip the destinies of not just Dov and Tehilah were radically altered, but through them the lives of many others have also been
changed - all for the better.
But you can’t just read the story of the cherut ride - you have to read
what went before, and all that has happened after, in order to cherish the
full importance of that trip.
So I do very much encourage this little book, this testimony, to you, and
I sincerely hope you will be as inspired by reading it, as I have been in
both listening to and reading it.

Kelvin Crombie
Perth Western Australia.
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Part 1
Early Years
Jerusalem in 1928 was nowhere near the size it is today, and Romema
then was still an elite neighbourhood. Romema1, the ﬁrst post-World
War I Jewish quarter in Jerusalem, was built in 1921 on the hill behind
and above what is now the city’s central bus station. It was there, on
9th December 1917, that two British sergeants were approached by a
delegation led by the (Arab) mayor of Jerusalem, offering to surrender
the city to the advancing allied forces. A monument in a square up from
Jaffa Road - a memorial to British soldiers who fell fighting for the city
- marks the spot.
The idea of founding the quarter was the inspiration of Yom Tov Hammon, who had served as a magistrate in Jerusalem during the Ottoman
rule. When, in 1918, the case of a conflict over land was brought before him between the mukhtars [headmen] of Sheikh Bader and Upper
Lifta, he saw the significance of erecting a Jewish neighbourhood near
the entrance to the city. The two mukhtars accepted his ruling to sell the
land and divide the proceeds; a number of Jewish families, including
my paternal grandparents, bought the land and built homes there. My
grandfather formed a close relationship with the Mukhtar of Upper Lifta.
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
Born in 1868 in a village near Gorodishche, in the Kiev area, Menahem
Mendel Chaikin came to Palestine in 1881 - accompanied by his grandfather Tzvi Hirsh - to study in a yeshiva [religious seminary]. In 1886 he
married Hannah Zelda Salaznik, born in 1865 in Hebron. The Chaikins
were prominent Lubavitch (Habad) hassidim; the Salazniks, on the other
hand, were well-known mitnagdim - ‘opponents’ (of hassidism). Yet that
did not prove a bar to the 21-year-old Hannah Zelda being married to the
18-year-old Menahem Mendel. It was a happy marriage, spanning 55
years - until my grandmother’s death in December 1941. They settled
1 Yemin YHWH Romema (The Lord’s right hand is lifted high) - Ps. 118:16.
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first in the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem’s Old City [within the walls],
where my aunt Sara was born. From there they moved to Jerusalem‘s ultra-orthodox Me’a She’arim [‘hundredfold‘] neighbourhood, where my
father Tzvi Ya‘akov was born in 1890.
My father‘s two younger sisters, Bertha and Millicent, were born in
London, to where my grandparents had moved in 1893, my grandfather having secured a concession to export wine from the Holy Land to
the United Kingdom. [Being of an independent spirit, he had decided to
go into business, rather than rely on his inlaws.] In 1896 he was at the
Berlin Fair, where the achievements of the Land’s (the Land of Israel)
agricultural settlements were exhibited - the focus being on the wine
production.
He brought over his brother-in-law, Benjamin Leib (Aryeh) Deichowski
[BLD], making him his partner in the firm of M. Chaikin & Co. which
he had set up at 72-74 Brick Lane in London’s East End. The wines,
eventually from the winery he had acquired in the Land - Kormei Hatikvah, on the outskirts of Petah Tikvah - were marketed to European
Orthodox Jewish communities under the Bozwin [Beauty of Zion] label.
Another partner in the business was my grandfather’s youngest brother,
Hillel.
Hannah Zelda’s younger brother, born in Jerusalem in 1874, came by his
different surname in the following manner: An older brother, Yitzhak,
had stayed on in the Ukraine [where the Salaznik family had originated],
and Benjamin and his father had set out to visit him. Upon realizing that
brother Yitzhak had declared to the authorities that he was an only child
(so as not to be drafted into the army), the father changed his own and
Benjamin’s surname to Deichowski. Menahem Mendel was the matchmaker in BLD’s marriage to the daughter of Rabbi Avraham Abba Werner [Homa], rabbi of the ultra-orthodox Mahazikei haDat synagogue in
London’s East End - of which BLD eventually became president. Rabbi
Wemer passed away in 1912.
Way back, acording to Udi, there was a family link between the Chaikins
and the Rabsons (then going by the name of Rabinowitz); he had come
to this conclusion while researching family histories, primarily the
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Chaikins. Udi - my son Ehud - retired from the Israel Defence Forces
[IDF] with the rank of captain, after six years’ service; the intense research work helped him cope with his 100% invalidity, resulting from
medical problems ‘acquired’ during his army service. Early in the 20th
century, the Chaikin-Rabson link became a concrete factor, when my
parents - Tzvi Yaakov Chaikin and Bertha Rabson - were married, in
1917.
I was born in Stoke Newington, London, on 21st February 1926. My
brother Elton [Eliyahu David] preceded me by two years exactly, while
Joel Meir had been born in June 1919. I may have been named for
the Maggid [preacher] Dov Baer of Mezhirech, the great disciple of the
founder of hassidism, the Ba ‘al Shem Tov; possibly, though, for Rabbi
Dov Baer Schneerson, son of the founder of Habad hassidism. I’ve no
idea for whom my brother Elton was named, but my oldest brother was
named for greatgrandfather Joel Meir Chaikin, who - with wife Haya
Esther - followed his son to the Land in 1886. My greatgrandmother’s
maiden name was Halbetz, an acronym for Haleviyim Bnei Tzadok [‘the
Levites, descendants of Tzadok’].
My father, who had graduated in Agronomy from Reading University,
was in the Land on family business in April 1928, just before Pessah
[Passover], when he contracted typhoid (typhus?) and died. This blow
prompted my grandparents to return ﬁnally to the Land. Leaving the
London business in the hands of BLD and other members of the family,
they - with my mother and us three in tow - set off for the family home
in Romema.
In those early years, we had a Jewish maid in the house, Aliza Cohen;
I have vague memories even of being bathed by her. Her father, Noah,
who drove a cart, doubled as watchman in our neighbourhood. They
were Urfalis, members of the Jewish community originally from Urfa in
south-eastern Turkey - Ur of the Chaldees. When Aliza married, an Arab
widow from Lifta took her place; just like her predecessor, Fatma was
also treated as a member of the family.
Having trained in England as a teacher, my mother joined the staff of the
Evelina de Rothschild English-language orthodox girls’ school - a.k.a.
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(also known as) Miss Landau’s (the headmistress) - founded by the Anglo-Jewish Association. Eventually, she had moved to downtown Jerusalem, where we boys visited her regularly.
All I have been able to glean about my maternal grandparents, is that
they arrived in England from eastern Europe in the latter part of the l9th
century (my mother and all her siblings were born in London); that they
had a grocery store [‘legend’ has it that I used to sit under the counter
and guzzle butter - hence the strictly non-kosher epithet of ‘porky’]; and
that grandfather Rabson was very strict in his orthodoxy - though not to
the extent of excluding family members who did not exactly conform.
No less strict was the grandfather in whose home in Jerusalem I grew
up; and while insisting that those residing with him conform with the
strictures of orthodoxy, he yet had a pronounced tolerant streak overall.
He had his own synagogue in the house, installed actually after the house
had already been built. The space above the (outside) cistern [most
buildings had one those days] was closed off in wood panelling with
glass on top, the roof tiling being extended to cover this area. The ceiling
consisted of thin wooden slats, and during Succot [Feast of Tabemacles]
the synagogue doubled as a booth, tiles from that part of the roof being
(temporarily) removed.
Being a ‘family’ synagogue, we had no rabbi-in-residence, nor were
sermons the order of the day. Once or twice a year, blind old Ben-Tziyon
Yadler would turn up on his rounds during the Shabbat morning service,
delivering a homily in barely-distinguishable Yiddish. But we did have
a hazan [cantor]: Mr. Glasner, a near neighbour, of Hungarian rabbinic
stock, was possessed of a ‘hefty’ baritone. Hearing him at the commencement of the Day of Atonement service rendering Kol Nidrei [all vows],
with its wonderfully haunting melody, was something to be savoured.
This statement – NOT a prayer – is designed to absolve people from
vows made to God, which for some reason could not be fulfilled.
MMC - as Udi refers to him in The Chaikins - was generous to a fault.
Down in Me’a She’arim they knew that he was always ‘good for a
touch’ if it was - say - a matter of a trousseau for an indigent girl; but
they also knew that there was a condition attached: no-one must know
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that it was he who gave. He also found a way of giving charity without
it seeming to be so: our synagogue never lacked for a minyan [quorum]
for weekend and festival prayers (during the week MMC was away at
his winery in Petah Tikvah), yet he paid ten gentlemen from the nearby
Ashkenazi home for the aged to ‘make sure’ of a minyan; following the
Sabbath afternoon service they were served the third Shabbat meal.
If MMC happened to be home during the week, we boys would troop
along - led by him - to the next-door Sephardi rabbi’s synagogue. First
thing, we would head to Rabbi Abikhzier’s seat to kiss his hand. And
whenever the rabbi chanced to pay a visit to our synagogue, my grandfather always offered him his own seat - which no-one else ever dreamed
of occupying. For the duration of Pessah and of Succot, and for the eight
days of Hanukkah [the Feast of Dedication - John 10:22], MMC stayed
home.
The Chaikin home was central for family members - and friends - both
near and far, whether from the Land or from abroad, and MMC was
the undisputed patriarch. Earlier, in London, it had been a similar story.
When Rabbi A.Y. Kook [later first Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Palestine]
was stranded in Europe upon the outbreak of World War I, he accepted
an invitation - extended by MMC and great-uncle BLD - to serve pro tem
as rabbi of the Mahazikei haDat synagogue [which was supported by my
grandfather]. For the three years Rabbi Kook was there (1916-1919), he
resided with MMC. And in his student days in London, Rabbi I.H. Herzog [later second Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Palestine/Israel] also stayed
in MMC’s home.
Apropos rabbis, I find it disturbing that in certain quarters - including
‘Messianic Jews’ - rabbis in general are spoken of in outright derogatory
terms. While admittedly the rabbinic establishment nowadays has much
to answer for [as does the Church, for that matter], do the detractors
ever stop to consider, I wonder, that had it not been for observance of the
Shabbat - as perfected by the rabbis - the Jewish people as a cohesive
entity would long since have disappeared from the map of history?!
One of the greatest of them in recent history, one who lived by both
the Word and the Spirit, was Rabbi Kook. While he was Chief Rabbi
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of Jaffa, before World War I, he would also visit secular kibbutzim and
moshavim in Galilee (a journey at the time of a few days) - where, by
the way, he was received with great respect. What did he have to do with
such ‘desecrators of the Torah’ he was once asked by a follower. Consider his response: “When the Temple stood in Jerusalem, only one person
- the High Priest - dared to enter the Holy of Holies on only one day of
the year, Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement); but while the Temple was
abuilding, hundreds of labourers passed that spot every day.” In their
love of the Land, Rabbi Kook sensed in those pioneers a tremendous
religious spirit!
Shabbat [Sabbath - Saturday] at home had a very distinctive - almost palpable - aura about it, from the moment my grandmother lit the Shabbat
candles, some 20 minutes before sundown on Friday. Evening prayers
over, MMC and us boys - and any male guest(s) present - moved to the
dining room ‘next door’. After MMC had blessed us and the washing
of hands (in the kitchen), came the kiddush [the benediction over the
wine followed by that over the bread]. It was the most special meal of
the week, starting more often than not with the most delicious chicken-noodle soup; Hannah Zelda made her own noodles. For the reading
during the morning service, the Torah scroll (we had a few in the ark)
was placed on the long table in the synagogue - which doubled for the
third meal. The main (second) Shabbat meal of the day, for family and
guests, was again in the dining (central) room after the morning service,
following kiddush.
Cousin Shifra Chaikin, a graduate of the Hadassah nursing school’s first
class, was always a welcome visitor on Saturday - for all that MMC was
aware that she did not walk to Romema from her downtown apartment.
Youngest of the children of MMC’s oldest brother, she had been with
my father the last week of his life.
Shabbat concluded, after the evening service, with havdalah [separation
- marking the transition from the hallowed day to the rest of the week]
featuring wine, candle and fragrant spices. It didn’t take long before
MMC lit a cigarette; regrettably, he was a chain-smoker. I once asked
him: “Don’t you miss your cigarette on Shabbat?” There was no doubting the sincerity of his negative response; during Shabbat he was in a
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‘different world’. To mark the transition from the leaven-free seven-day
Pessah to resumption of leaven, MMC used beer - rather than wine - for
the havdalah at the end of the feast. Immediately after the concluding
prayer service I would go down to the corner grocery store on Jaffa Road
owned by Abu Issa, a Greek-Orthodox Arab, to fetch a bottle of beer.
Also different, needless to say, was the beginning of Pessah. The Seder
evening: recitation of the events of the Exodus; the most festive meal
of the year, matzah replacing bread and matzah-balls in lieu of noodles;
the obligatory four cups of wine (partly substituted by grape juice for the
children). There was also a fifth cup, the Cup of Elijah - as precursor of
the Messiah. [The tradition of the empty chair for Soviet Jewry was then
unknown.] It was the most special celebration - “Why is this night different from all other nights?” [the four questions] being my contribution
as the youngest at table.
The preceding night, candle and feather in hand and accompanied by a
train of onlookers, MMC would go ‘searching’ for leaven - which was
not difficult to find, grandma having placed some crumbs in easily-accessed nooks. This was catering to tradition; other than those few crumbs
- and the little bit of bread for breakfast the next morning - no leaven
could ‘dare’ to be present in the wake of the meticulous spring cleaning.
Added to the next morning’s pyre were any remnants from breakfast.
Leaven not being permitted after about 9 a.m., and with matzah not to be
consumed before the Seder, Hannah Zelda’s solution for lunch that day
was the most delicious, smoothest and ﬂuffiest savoury potato-egg kugel.
The eggs were ‘local’, from the hens of Upper Lifta. The Arab ladies,
who also provided certain greens, always addressed my grandmother as
jaritna [our neighbour]. Good relations between us and our Arab neighbours, with just a field separating us, were very much the norm.
While Hannah Zelda baked her own cakes, bread came from Jewish-spinster Hinde’s grocery store down on Jaffa Road, located in the front of
the big house owned by Issa Moussa, a Moslem Arab who always wore
frangie [Frankish, i.e. western clothing] but with a kaffiyeh. Not so Hadj
Mahmoud, owner of the house across the lane, who invariably appeared
in traditional Arab garb. Our milk was supplied by Mr. Grayevski, who
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had some dairy cows in Giv’at Shaul, to the west of Romema. I remember him as a handsome, dignified observant Jew, who carried his milk
cans on a bicycle. The milk was always boiled, the skin having a particular attraction for me. [Grayevski‘s daughter Nehama attended ‘Miss
Landau’s’; her brother Mordechai was (later) a class-mate of mine, at
the Horev school.]
The Mahaneh Yehudah market, a short bus ride to the east, was the venue
for the main grocery shopping, including beef and chicken - as well as
fish for the gefilte ﬁsh my grandmother prepared. Going to the market
at times also entailed visiting grand-old-lady ‘Momme’ Alte, who lived
in one of those picturesque neighbourhoods just south of the market. A
particular occasion for visiting her was on Purim [see Book of Esther],
with the ‘obligatory’ mishlo’ah manot [gifts] basket.
Hannah Zelda‘s sister-in-law, Momme Alte had raised a large family single-handed, following the untimely death of her husband Ya‘akov - and
was greatly respected by MMC. She was attended by her (then) spinster
granddaughter Batya Salaznik, who had graduated from the Evelina girls’
school and had then joined the teaching staff. Batya’s father Zalman
held a senior position at the Etz Hayim [Tree of Life] yeshiva. He and
his second wife (Batya’s mother was deceased) and Batya’s half-siblings
- boys and girls - lived just two doors away; going to see the old lady,
we would visit them as well. Beautiful of features, these ultra-orthodox
cousins of mine were the most genteel persons imaginable.
Abutting Etz Hayim was the market’s police station, presided over in the
mid-30s by Sergeant Flaherty, a ﬂame-haired Irishman. One day, a note
on which he had scribbled “death to the Mufti” [Hadj Amin al-Husseini,
supreme Moslem religious authority, notorious agitator against the Jews
- and the British!], was found and reported on by an Arab policeman,
which put paid to our friend’s chances of promotion. Elton and I used to
visit him at his home in Kiryat Moshe, west of Romema. It was on the
occasion of one such visit - I was ten or eleven at the time - that I was
personally first exposed to an Arab terrorist act. Down below the house
there was then a footpath running from Beit Hakerem to Giv’at Shaul,
and on it I saw a man doubled over in death. He had been shot from the
overlooking Arab village of Deir Yassin!
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Those days, Zalman’s younger brother Ya’akov - born after his father’s
death and named for him - ran the market store selling Chaikin wines;
the family later went into the grocery business. Their home was in Kiryat
Moshe, bordering on Giv’at Shaul. Third son Eli, a particular favourite
of MMC’s, eventually moved to London, marrying his second - my first
- cousin June Roston, daughter of my aunt Bertha.
My ‘clearest’ earliest memories go back to August l929, which witnessed a major Arab onslaught on the Jews of Palestine. I retain a picture
of holding onto my grandfather’s hand on a street corner, while he and a
few other adults were engaged in animated discussion. The denizens of
Lower Lifta were then about to launch an attack on the Jews of Romema.
Our Arab neighbours in Upper Lifta, however, warned them in no-uncertain terms: “Only over our dead bodies!” I recall some British soldiers
billeted in the house next door, who used to come over to us for a cuppa.
The good neighbourly relations between Upper Lifta and Romema, however, were very much the exception. Down the road from us, along the
highway to the coast, lay the small Jewish village of Motza [the biblical
Emmaus?] - with the Arab village of Kolonia across the road. A Jewish
nurse, who thought nothing of getting up in the early hours to attend to
an Arab neighbour, was left to die a slow death impaled on a fence!
I have a very clear memory - I must have been about five then - of my
mother and the three of us enjoying a holiday in Jericho, staying at the
British Mandatory government’s official guest-house there. It was within walking distance of the Elisha spring [II Kings 2:19-22], opposite the
tel [mound] of that ancient city. A previous holiday was spent at the
(then) most prestigious sea-front San Remo hotel in Tel Aviv, where I
came down with sand fever. Dr. Shabbetai, our family physician, was
then summoned all the way from Jerusalem; he was the GP of the Shaarei Tzedek [Gates of Righteousness] hospital– then located half way
between Romema and the market.
The next holiday I particularly remember - Joel had by then been sent
back to England (living with one of my mother’s sisters) for his further
education - was on Mount Carmel. The ﬂagship of the Mediterranean
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ﬂeet, the Royal Oak, was then ‘in port’ in Haifa (because of its size, it lay
out in the roads). My mother was acquainted with the senior port officer,
and the three of us were invited to visit this ‘behemoth’; the captain’s gig
was sent for us, and we were piped aboard. I felt a twinge when it was
scuppered at Scapa!2
Then, there was George V’s silver-jubilee celebration (1935) in Jerusalem, to which all Brits were invited. This was at Government House,
our host being Lt.-Gen. Sir Arthur Wauchope, the (fourth) High Commissioner for Palestine. Two years later, May I937, it was for the coronation of George VI. This time, the celebration was held at the Jerusalem’s
Sports Club.
Strange how certain memories keep trickling in. The Patt Konditorei,
on the corner of Rav Kook Street and Street of the Prophets, just up
the road from the Evelina Rothschild school; buxom Mrs. Patt, whose
three daughters attended the school, always had a nice cheese bun for
‘Mrs. Chaikin’s son’. Then there was the time I shed bitter tears, because I couldn’t ﬁnish the ice-cream I’d been given at the Bikkur Holim
hospital following extraction of my tonsils - by the ENT specialist, Dr.
Saltzberger. He was one of a trio of eminent physicians, who attracted patients from all over the Middle East. The other two were Prof.
Zondek, of obst.-gynec. fame, and the ophthalmologist Dr. Ticho. [The
Ticho House, with its museum and gallery of paintings by the late Anna
Ticho, and the restaurant, was one of Jerusalem’s gems.]
Whereas Elton’s bar-mitzvah, in 1937, was celebrated at home, by the
time of my bar-mitzvah (February 1939) my mother was concerned lest
many of her friends would be reluctant to come to Romema [‘thanks’
to the major 1936-39 Arab revolt]. So the celebration was held in the
Rehavia home of Prof. Yosef-Yoel Rivlin, of semitic-studies fame; Mrs.
Rivlin was a friend of my mother’s. [Reuven (Rubi) Rivlin, Israel’s 10th
President, was then in his mother’s womb.]
In May I939, the British government issued its infamous White Paper,
greatly restricting Jewish immigration to the Land. I recollect clearly
2 On 14 October 1939 HMS Royal Oak was sunk by a German U-Boat at Scapa
Flow in the Orkneys, Scotland.
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that month’s (peaceful) demonstration against this shameful act - and
the brutal British police baton-charge into the crowd! A couple of years
later, the police were at the receiving end. I saw them harassing Jews on
King George Avenue, when some Aussies passing by let them have it
good and proper!
Of the many friends my mother had, some come to mind in particular.
Miss Leah Goodman, the school secretary; and Dr. Fanny Rabinowitz,
sister of Rabbi Louis Rabinowitz [see hereunder]. The Erlichs: Emma
had been the secretary of Henrietta Szold, founder of the HWZOA [Hadassah Women’s Zionist Organization of America]; Mr. Erlich always
fascinated me with conjuring tricks. Joe Shama’a cut a most imposing
figure among Jerusalem’s (strict) modern-orthodox; he and Gladys were
of the Halabi - Aleppo (Jewish) - community.
Hebrew Union College and Beit Shmuel (north of the King David Hotel)
were built on what used to be the Shama’a quarter, where Joe’s merchant
father had his stores. In the Arab riots of August 1929 everything there
was ransacked and gutted, Joe’s father losing everything. Word was that,
unable to pay his creditors, he committed suicide by jumping off the roof
of Romema’s Issa Moussa building. [His sons eventually paid off all the
debts.] Another ‘notable’ Romema suicide then was that of Alter Levin,
who had built his house adjacent to Yom Tov Hammon’s ‘folly’; it was
said that his sons-in-law had made his life hell.
The Heimans, now: London-born Cecil had served with the E.E.F.
(Egyptian Expeditionary Force) in the Middle East during World War
I, and had settled in Jerusalem in 1921. I remember him relating that
he was once accosted on the street by someone asking, in Hebrew, “Is
this the right direction for...?”, to which he responded with one word:
“Lo” [no]; at which the other fellow piped up with “You know, I’m
from London too”. Then there were the Adlers: Prof. Saul Adler, the
world-famous parasitologist, was the epitome of the absent-minded professor. Visiting with friends one day, at l o’clock in the morning his wife
‘suggested’ it was time to go home. “What - aren’t we home?” was the
savant’s response.
Also noteworthy are journalist Julian Meltzer and his wife Ruhama, who
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was a particular friend of my mother. Their house was the first to be
built in the wasteland between (old) Talpiyot and Kibbutz Ramat Rahel
(the only urban kibbutz in the country) to the south – the eventual fully
built-up neighbourhood of Arnona. Mustn’t forget also Captain Aubrey
Silver, conductor of the police band – and his wife.
Hebrew was fully established in the Land by the time I started attending
kindergarten, in 1929. Nowadays, I point out that while Hebrew is my
primary language, English is my mother-tongue; with my mother I spoke
only English. Actually, I was raised tri-lingual: Yiddish was my main
vehicle of communication with my grandmother; where my grandfather
was concerned, Hebrew predominated - for which I am forever grateful.
MMC eschewed the Ashkenazi pronunciation of Hebrew, opting for the
Sephardi, even employing the Yemenite sound for certain letters - notably wau for the commonly pronounced vav. And while the Ashkenazis
pronounce the last letter of the alphabet - when unaccented (no daggesh)
- as a sibilant, he adhered to the Yemenite for that tav, pronouncing it as
a soft th.
The school Elton and I first attended, Talmud Torah Mizrahi, would nowadays be classed a state-religious school. Its first location was on the picturesque Ethiopia Street; it eventually was moved to a more central area
in the city. I was possessed then of a very good memory, and could recite
by heart entire chapters of the Tanakh [the so-called ‘Old Testament’],
for which I got top marks, but rarely was the content properly exegeted.
This changed when, during mid-term in 1936, MMC - inﬂuenced by Dr.
Falk Schlesinger - had us transferred to the ultra-orthodox high-standard
Horev school, then located just off King George Avenue. There, I had to
strive hard, not always achieving the higher standard required.
The school had been founded a few years earlier by Jewish immigrants
from Germany, members of the Ezra Verein [Help Association] - adherents of the ‘school’ of Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, the 19th-century leader of ultra-orthodoxy in Germany. A founding-member of the
school, Dr. Schlesinger was then deputy director of Sha’arei Tzedek, the
first Jewish hospital to be built outside the walled Old City, in 1902.
The founder and first director was Dr. Moshe Wallach, an ultra-orthodox
German Jew who arrived in the Land in 1891. Upon his death in 1947,
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Dr. Schlesinger took over as director. The refurbished building, about
half way between Romema and the market, is now occupied by the Israel
Broadcasting Authority.
The British Mandatory Authority’s traffic police were very strict in enforcing a rule about buses not stopping anywhere other than at bus stops.
No bus driver, though, would contemplate not stopping outside the hospital for Dr. Wallach to alight, even though there was no bus stop there.
In the upper grades, I was greatly privileged to have Yehezke’el Kutscher
as teacher. An internationally-acclaimed genius where Semitic languages were concerned - he had been Prof. Rivlin’s most outstanding student
- Kutscher went on to acquire full-tenure professorship at the Hebrew
University, without a Ph.D. It was he who honed my appreciation for the
Hebrew Scriptures - and love & respect for the language.
“Therefore wait for Me,” says the Lord, “until the day I rise up for plunder; My determination is to gather the nations to My assembly of kingdoms, to pour on them My indignation, all My fierce anger; all the earth
shall be devoured with the fire of My jealousy. For then I will restore
to the peoples a pure language that they all may call on the name of the
Lord, to serve Him with one accord.” [Zephaniah 3:8-9 - not the NIV;
verse 8 is the only one in the entire Tanakh having all the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet - the basic 22, plus the ﬁve that change form when at
the end of a word!]
While I had a number of school friends, my closest friend in my teens
was Ahmed Salah Siam, a Moslem neighbour from Upper Lifta, somewhat my senior. He stood out, in every way, from his milieu! With him, I
had absolutely no fear of venturing into Arab areas, and we would go for
long walks together. One time we even went down to the Mei Nefto’ah
spring at the bottom of the hill, and from there all the way to the old
Beit Hanina, an Arab village north of Jerusalem. [I went looking for him
following the reunification of Jerusalem during the Six-Day War of June
1967; I found his brother - Ahmed, regrettably, had died a few years
earlier of a familial kidney disease.]
Elton had joined the Haganah when he reached 16, and was fairly au-fait
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with the general situation. Mine, however, was a rather sheltered - in
hindsight, somewhat callow - life. Once he had finished school, Elton
was ‘co-opted’ by MMC, who hoped that he would eventually take over
the business. But that didn’t last!
Fast-forward to January I948: In the wake of MMC’s death, members
of the London branch of the family business appointed my ﬁrst cousin
Bernard Aaronson, eldest son of my aunt Sara, to supervise the extensive
properties in the Land. The reason for appointing him, rather than his
younger brother Ezra with his healthy business acumen, was because
Bernard was perceived to be orthodox. According to Udi, Bernard - with
the connivance of his mother - stripped the considerable estate to his and
her advantage; he had also ‘succeeded’ in running the winery into the
ground!

Royal Army Service Corps [RASC] Number ME/I0670904

Early in 1942, Elton volunteered for service in the Royal Air Force. By
then, frankly, I also wanted to get away from the strictures of Jewish
orthodoxy; I was turning secular. I tried my ‘luck‘with the RAF, but I
gave my correct age: “Sorry, we’re not taking cadets now,” I was told.
‘Aided and abetted’ by my mother - who was acquainted with the army
recruiting officer - I claimed I was 18, upon which I was ‘inducted’ into
the Royal Army Service Corps [RASC]. Whereas all other volunteers
from Palestine were assigned a ‘Pal’ prefix to their army number, being a
‘British Middle East enlistment’ mine was ME/10670904.
Close to 30,000 Jews - as well as a few hundred Arabs - from Palestine
volunteered for service in the British forces during World War II. Once
the brass authorised the wearing of ‘Palestine’ shoulder tags, the Jewish
volunteers - by and large - adopted them. Not so the Arabs: “We‘re NOT
Palestinians! We’re Arabs!” they declared. [Generally among the Arabs
then, the term ‘Palestine’ was considered a ‘Zionist invention‘; according to them, the Land formed the southern region of Greater Syria.]
When World War II had broken out, in September 1939, David Ben-Gurion - then head of the ‘Jewish Agency for Palestine‘ - urging Jews to
volunteer for the British forces, declared: “We shall fight Hitler as if
there were no [infamous] White Paper, and fight the White Paper as if
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there were no Hitler.”
I took my oath of allegiance at Jerusalem‘s [then] Allenby Barracks early
in the morning on 25th April I942 and off by train to Cairo, arriving at
midnight. The station RTO [Rail Traffic Officer] was at a loss what to
do with me, so he sent me to the nearest RASC unit - a DID [Detail Issue Depot] manned by Sinhalese troops. From there I was posted to the
RASC base depot at Geniefa, along the Suez Canal south of Ismailiya,
where I first went through a driving course - passing after less than a
week. The very next day I was summoned to the company office for a
written test, one which a fifth-grader would have been ashamed to flunk.
Drivers there were aplenty - it was clerks that were then wanted.
It was there that I had my ﬁrst personal encounter with anti-Semitism and an ‘antidote’. There were 16 of us sharing a tent, and one day one of
the soldiers - for no apparent reason - called me a ‘bloody Jew’. Before I
had time to even think how to respond, all the others jumped on him. On
another occasion, I overheard two soldiers employing derogatory terms
about Jews. Noticing me passing by, they turned to me and said: “Not
you, Jack; you’re OK.”
The first day off I had, I surprised Elton by visiting him at his base outside
Ismailiya. Chief RAF (Jewish) Mideast chaplain Rabbi Brodie chanced
to be visiting the base just then; I thus got to meet the next Chief Rabbi
of Great Britain. A brief spell at the AAFPIU (Army Air Force Photographic Interpretation Unit), in Heliopolis, was followed by a posting to
Headquarters British Troops in Egypt (BTE), located very close to the
Nile in Cairo. Accommodation was at the Qasr el-Nil barracks, in a huge
hall sharing with 40-50 men. One of them was a certain Ralph Levy
from London, whose openly-observant Jewish life-style gained him the
respect of the others.
With about two-and-a-quarter million inhabitants, Cairo in 1942 was already bursting at the seams. But in those days, viewing the exteriors
of buildings one could still distinguish more or less between the poorer
sections and the afﬂuent. A particularly afﬂuent - albeit unostentatious
- home I recall was that of the English-speaking branch of the Mosseri
banking family, where afternoon tea was a most gracious affair. At the
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Victory Club, whose premises were open to ‘other ranks’, poached eggs
on toast with baked beans - a welcome change from military fare - was
served by genteel English-speaking lady volunteers. [The Sports Club,
on Gezira - the island in the Nile - was available to officers.] Groppi
a-l‘Americaine, an offshoot of the famous Groppi, offered a delicious assortment of ice creams. No matter what film was showing, it was always
wonderful to relax in the plush seats of the magnificent Metro (MGM)
cinema.
I remember one day seeing a romanticised film there about the Chetniks
in Jugoslavia, commanded by Draza Mihailovic; although founded as a
resistance force, they increasingly aided the Axis powers. The very next
day that film had been taken off; the Allies had switched their support to
Josip Broz Tito‘s partisans, sworn enemies of the Chetniks.
While at HQBTE, I was sent for a course of shorthand-typing at the
RASC Training School in Moascar, just outside Ismailiya. I rather enjoyed Pitman‘s shorthand, under the clear tutelage of Sergeant-Major
Butler, but I never did master touch-typing. In 1943, I was posted to the
newly-formed Headquarters Cyrenaica District - following in the wake
of the Eighth Army. We set out in convoy from Cairo for Benghazi; because the vehicles were brand new, we took a whole week on the way.
Battle-scarred Tobruk was followed by Derna, with its impressive Roman ruins. The stretch of the Libyan coast from there to Benghazi was
at times breathtakingly beautiful. After a brief sojourn in Benghazi, the
headquarters was set up in Barce, to the east.
Soon after I returned from home leave that summer, Capt. Rabbi Louis Rabinowitz, Chief Middle East [Jewish] Army Chaplain, came visiting. Being well-acquainted with my family (he was distantly related),
he asked whether I wasn’t going home for the High Holydays; I replied:
“I’ve just come back.” He walked in to the unit commander’s office, and
the next thing I knew I had a leave pass to go home. Once or twice when
going home on leave, I slept on the train’s luggage rack. Back home I
stayed mainly with my mother; while food items were not exactly scarce
in the Land then, being able because of my uniform to shop at the NAAFI (Navy, Army and Air Force Institute) store was most welcome. My
mother’s home-made ice cream rivalled the best that Groppi had to offer!
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I remember one Friday evening in particular. My mother and I were invited for Shabbat dinner at Miss Landau’s, a rare privilege. There was
an honoured guest in attendance, a relative of the formidable principal:
Major Aubrey Eban - of the British Army’s Intelligence Corps - (later)
a.k.a. Abba Even. From HQ Cyrenaica I was eventually posted back to
Egypt, again to the Geniefa area. While there, I was twice afforded the
opportunity of refresher shorthand-typing courses at Moascar.

The Jewish Brigade

The Jewish Agency, representing the Yishuv [the Jewish population of
Palestine], had long been pressing for the establishment within the British Army of a uniquely Jewish fighting force. Finally, in September 1944,
the Independent Jewish Brigade Group was formed - at Burj-el-Arab,
near Alexandria. Royal Engineers Brigadier Ernest Frank Benjamin, a
Canadian Jew, was appointed commander. The core of the Brigade were
the three ‘Palestini’ infantry battalions. Being quite a bit larger than a
regular brigade - though less than a division - the Brigade had its full
complement of service units and its own chaplain: orthodox Rabbi Bernard Casper, from Britain. A unit that size also called for a ‘clerk/shorthand-writer‘ at headquarters - and Private Chaikin found himself posted
to Brigade Headquarters.
We set sail from Alexandria on the Al-Qantara for Italy, landing in
Taranto. It was my second sea voyage. The first, about which I have no
memory whatsoever, was en route to Palestine in 1928. We landed in
Port Said that time, and crossed the Suez Canal at Qantara - where (I was
told) we ‘bumped’ into Field Marshal Lord Plumer, second British High
Commissioner for Palestine, then on his way out.
Heading north, past Monte Casino, Brigade HQ set up base in Palestrina,
close to Rome. Saturdays we were able to visit the ‘Eternal City’, which
I found quite fascinating. I had hoped to be able to take in an opera, but
Saturday evenings at the opera house were devoted to concerts - at one
of which I heard the overture to Richard Wagner’s Meistersingers of
Nurnberg. At the time, I was quite unaware of Wagner’s antisemitism and the influence his music had on the Nazis.
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On one occasion, a group of us visiting St. Peter’s chanced on an audience with Pius XII. Noticing our Brigade flashes with their Magen David
[Shield of David], he addressed us in Hebrew: Gum uttem haYehudim
brukhim li [roughly translated: ‘You Jews, too, have my blessing’]. This
- from the mouth of the Pontiff portrayed by Catholic author John Cornwell as Hitler’s Pope!
From Palestrina on to Brisighela, near Florence, where Brigade HQ was
visited by the Commander-in-Chief, Field Marshal Alexander. Other visitors included Moshe Shertok [Sharett], then head of the Jewish Agency’s political department - eventually Israel’s first foreign minister, and
second prime minister. A particularly popular visitor - who arrived together with Shertok - was Hannah Rovina, the first lady of the Habimah
national theatre. When a letter from my mother informed me that my
Rabson cousin Alan was then with the Brigade, in the artillery, I went
looking for him. I had no memory of him, but he remembered me as a
tot; it was quite a reunion.
During a week’s leave in Florence (which cost me all of one carton of
cigarettes), I had the good fortune of encountering Esther Lurie, a Palestinian Jewish artist who was passing through. The guided tour she gave
me of Florence‘s art treasures is etched in my memory! I also managed
to take in two operas at the Teatro Verdi: Verdi’s Rigoletto and Puccini’s
Madama Butterﬂy. A performance of the latter I attended also in Rimini;
somehow more enjoyable!
The Brigade‘s second battalion led the assault across the Senio. It is related that when the Germans saw our men with the distinctive ﬂash, they
ﬂed, screaming: Die Juden kommen! [‘The Jews are coming’!]
I had a week’s stint in hospital then, during which time the Brigade
moved to Tarvisio - a corner of Italy bordering on both Austria and Jugoslavia - where I rejoined it. A somewhat lesser-known - but rather important - activity of the Brigade was the setting up of a clandestine unit,
which operated across the borders. The TTG, as it was named, engaged
in locating Jewish survivors of the camps and smuggling them - forged
papers and all - to Palestine.
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While I was in Palestine for a month’s leave, the Brigade moved across
Europe to Belgium. En route back to the Brigade, a group of us - together with a fair-sized contingent of new recruits - were stranded at a base
camp just outside Suez, awaiting passage back to Europe.
We ‘veterans’ were left very much to our own devices, and I availed myself of the opportunity to visit an old friend, Esther (Etti) Rosenzweig,
at her ATS [Auxiliary Territorial Service] camp at Toura, outside Cairo.
[Etti was later one of the defenders of the Etzion Bloc of settlements
south of Jerusalem; she and other female fighters committed suicide (in
May l948) rather than fall into Arab hands when the defenders could no
longer hold out.] That time in Cairo, I got a taste of what Arab rioting is
like. It was the 2nd of November (1945), the anniversary of the Balfour
Declaration!
The sea voyage back to Europe was certainly memorable. Through the
Straits of Messina at night, with a sighting of Stromboli; next, the dramatically narrow Straits of St. Boniface, between Sardinia and Corsica.
By train from Toulon through France, and on to Brigade HQ in the Belgian village of Putte, near Mechelen. The war in Europe had ended in
May, and the Brigade then formed a contingent of the BAOR (British
Army of the Rhine]. The TTG operations continued apace!

Albert

We were all billeted in private homes, and that was when Avraham (Albert) Sofer entered my life. Albert, who had been born in Iraq, was the
first member of his family to have made aliya [immigration to the Land].
As a teenager, he had actually walked all the way, crossing the Syrian
desert - and sneaking across the border into Palestine. Being somewhat
older than me, he took me under his wing. Our very close friendship
lasted into civilian life, terminating only on the l3th of April 1948 - when
he was killed in the Hadassah convoy massacre. [See hereunder.] Headquarters eventually moved to Antwerp, to the Nachtigalle Park, and I
particularly remember the communal Pessah Seder there - at the Dikke
Mee.
From Belgium in 1946, I was granted a fortnight’s ‘compassionate’ leave
to visit England, on the grounds that I had not seen my brother (Joel) for
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some 14 years. During this first visit to England since leaving in 1928, I
stayed with my aunt Millicent - in London’s Swiss Cottage neighbourhood. [Those days, word was that ‘true Brits’ needed a passport to get
into Swiss Cottage - which was over-run by Cypriots.] Small world: one
day on Oxford Street I bumped into Ruhama Meltzer -whom I had not
seen for years!
Upon completion of his RAF service, Elton had opted to be ‘repatriated’
to England. I, on the other hand, settled for Palestine, to which I was
returned after mid-1946. I then served as company clerk at the Military
Dispersal Unit (‘processing’ soldiers awaiting their discharge) in Rehovot, near Tel Aviv - until my own discharge in March 1947.
With the war over, Jewish anti-British sentiment in Palestine was mounting. While the Jewish Agency and the Haganah advocated restraint in
the ﬁght against the British, the Irgun Tzeva’i Leumi [IZL] and the more
extreme Lehi [the ‘Stern Group’] opted for outright guerrilla operations.
When IZL fighter Dov Gruner, captured by the British, was sentenced to
be hanged, the IZL threatened to hang two British sergeants (they had
captured) if the sentence were carried out.
In his autobiography, the ‘arch terrorist’ Menahem Begin - then commander of the IZL - noted that the worst moment of his life was when he
had to order the hanging of the two. And 30 minutes before the blowing-up of the south wing of the King David Hotel, the IZL phoned to
warn that it had been mined; but Sir John Shaw, Chief Secretary of the
Mandate government, refused to allow the building’s evacuation - with
the resultant horrific loss of life! [These are two of the well-documented
incidents of those days.]

Hannah

The Loszynskis and Nathansons were among those German Jewish
families that had seen the writing on the wall, and by 1933 were safely
ensconced in Palestine. The Nathansons were essentially secular; Eva
(Hava), however, conformed to the orthodoxy of her husband, Yehiel
Loszynski - who, inter alia, had played a part in the founding of the
Horev school in Jerusalem. Yehiel and Eva settled in the Makor Barukh
neighbourhood, just east of Romema. Yossi (Joseph) was the oldest of
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their four children; Henrietta (Henni), born on 23rd March 1926, was a
year younger. When the seven-year-old was enrolled at the Evelina de
Rothschild school, Henni became Hannah. Yossi was a class-mate of
mine at Horev, and visiting him I got to meet Hannah.
Eventually, I fell in love with her, which was reciprocated - and we were
engaged in 1946, while I was still in uniform. [Shortly thereafter, by the
way, my mother moved back to England.] It was verily a mixed multitude - all manner of family members (orthodox, ultra-orthodox and secular); friends (secular in the main); Arab neighbours - at our wedding, at
the family home in Romema in May 1947. Chief Rabbi Herzog could not
refuse MMC’s request to officiate - but could not stay for the celebration,
since he was in mourning for a parent just then. At table, a major concession by my grandfather: while the women were in a separate room,
Hannah was permitted to sit by my side in the dining room, with all the
men! As Udi put it in The Chaikins, our wedding was a ‘grand finale’
for MMC.
We started our married life in Yemin Moshe, one of the Jerusalem neighbourhoods named for Sir Moses Montefiore, facing Mount Zion and the
Old City wall, in (the top part of) a house MMC had bought for us from
Zalman Salaznik. [The bottom part, separate, was in the street below the joined house eventually being occupied by Lance Lambert]. I was
working for the English section of the Zionist Organization’s Youth Department, under Abe Herman [an early Israel Ambassador to Washington, later President of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem].
Later that year, seeking extra income, I responded to a newspaper ad
for a radio monitor at the Near East Arab Broadcasting Service, then
situated close to the Rockefeller Museum in east Jerusalem. I was interviewed, at a café on King George Avenue, by a Mr. Cholmondeley
[pronounced Chumley]. Even before I heard from NEABS, I was approached by ‘Uri’, head of the English section of the Haganah intelligence service, who informed me that I was being accepted. It was put to
me that I should provide information - strictly speaking, confirmation of
awareness - of what went on there, to which I clearly acceded.
I later discovered that ‘Uri’ was Shalhevet Freier, of La Spezia fame [one
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of three British army sergeants caught attempting to ‘smuggle’ Jewish
Holocaust survivors - via that Italian port - to Palestine]. A physicist of
renown, he eventually enjoyed a brilliant career at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot. Recha Freier, the founder of Youth Aliya bringing Jewish children from Europe to Palestine, via Tehran - was his
mother.
The Palestine ‘problem’ ‘had got to be too much for Britain, which in
February 1947 handed the issue over to the United Nations. On 29
November 1947, the UN General Assembly voted for the partition of
Palestine and the establishment there of a Jewish state, an Arab state,
and an international enclave containing Jerusalem and its environs. The
29th of November 1947 was a Saturday, and the Torah reading in synagogues world-wide that day contained the portion where Jacob’s name
was changed to Israel!
The Jewish Agency, as representative of the Yishuv, agonized over the
partition resolution - but accepted it. The Arabs rejected it out of hand,
and the neighbouring Arab governments threatened that if the Jews
availed themselves of the resolution to set up a state of their own, they
would attack - which ‘promise’ they eventually kept. [Israel’s War of Independence actually started on 30 November I947, with Arab irregulars
attacking Jewish settlements and traffic.]
Fifty years earlier, in August I897, at the close of the First Zionist Congress in Switzerland, Theodor Herzl - founder of political Zionism - had
recorded in his diary words to this eﬂect: ‘In Basel, I founded the Jewish
State. If I were to proclaim this aloud today, I would be greeted by universal laughter. But in five years perhaps, and certainly in fifty, all will
acknowledge it.’
In January 1948, my grandfather died after a long illness. Contrary to Jerusalem Ashkenazi orthodox practice barring male offspring from taking
part, I was allowed to attend the funeral cortege all the way to the Mount
of Olives, where he was interred in the family plot. We were shot at; this
was the last burial on the Mount, until after the Six-Day War
At the beginning of that month, I had started working, in a secretarial
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position, for the Hadassah Medical Organization at the complex located
on Mount Scopus - next to the buildings of the Hebrew University. The
highway from the city to Scopus ran through Sheikh Jarrah, an Arab
area, and Jewish traffic often came under fire. On one occasion, the bus I
was on barely escaped being blown up by a mine at the side of the road.
The bus actually ﬂew for a few metres, before ‘cool-as-cucumber‘ driver
Gedaliah Hecht brought it under control; we became quite friendly with
him and his wife.
Haim Tzuri was another friend we acquired in those days; he comes to
mind, with particular reference to the slaughter of ‘the 35’. This was a
Haganah unit dispatched from Jerusalem to bolster the defence of the
Etzion Bloc of settlements, near Hebron. It transpired that they had come
across an old Arab shepherd in that hilly region - and had pity on him. He
reported to the Arab irregulars in the area about the encounter, with the
result that they were all killed. Haim Tzuri had been delegated to command the unit, but at the last minute he was replaced by Danny Mass. I
often wondered what the fate of ‘the 35’ might have been, had the switch
not been made.
Once while I was at work, the local (Yemin Moshe neighbourhood) Haganah unit decided that our loft was ideal for an arms cache; I was not
apprised of this. One evening, a combined British police and army search
party, headed by a full-blown colonel, descended on Yemin Moshe. They
went from house to house, searching for weapons. There was a knock at
the door; I opened: “Search!” the colonel barked. “Where’s your search
warrant?” I asked. “What do you mean?!” he spluttered. I produced my
British passport: “Without a warrant, you’re not coming in here”, I said.
They turned tail and left!
Yemin Moshe was coming under more and more Arab fire from the Old
City walls, and in March 1948 the decision was taken to evacuate the
residents. Hannah and I decided to move to the ancestral home in Romema, which was then occupied by my Aunt Sara (my father’s older sister)
and my grandfather’s widow. [Since he had needed a woman to look
after him, a marriage of convenience had been arranged for him after my
grandmother died.] A niece of this lady and her husband, ultra-orthodox,
were living next door [my grandfather was still alive then]. One Friday
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night the pregnant young lady began experiencing labour pains. MMC
ordered the ultra-orthodox husband to phone for a taxi, and forced him
to go with her to hospital!

The Convoy Massacre

With passage from the city to Scopus getting more perilous - we were
travelling in convoy by then, with armed escorts - I felt it would be easier
if I stayed over on the Mount for a night or two at a time. There were
quite a few others who felt the same way. When I went up on the 11th of
April, I intended to stay over Saturday. (I came down on the 9th of May.)
On the 13th of April, the Hadassah/University convoy came under
massed Arab attack, being halted at a bend in the road by mines. At least
one senior British army officer reportedly wanted to come to the aid of
the convoy with his men (and there was a small British army detachment
nearby), but the authorities nixed the idea! They also warned the Haganah that if they tried anything, they would come under British army fire.
Up on the Mount, we had a clear view of what was happening - but with
the dearth of weapons in our possession, there was nothing the few of us
could do. The 78 massacred that day included patients, doctors, nurses,
senior scientists, lab technicians, maintenance workers - and my friend
Albert! A few days later, Hannah somehow managed to rejoin me on the
Mount.
The Hadassah/University complex on Mount Scopus thereafter remained
an enclave manned by an Israeli ‘police’ force - under U.N. supervision
- in enemy-held territory (until the Six-Day War). Pending the construction of the Giv’at Ram campus, the Hebrew University occupied temporary premises in different parts of the city. Before the move to the huge
Hadassah/Hebrew University complex constructed on the hill above Jerusalem’s Ein Kerem suburb, the various Hadassah hospital units also
found temporary housing, the main one - Hadassah Aleph [A] - being the
premises of the Anglican Mission Hospital on the Street of the Prophets.3
The administrative units moved into the nearby (Nathan & Lena) Straus
Health Centre.
3 Presently the Anglican International School Jerusalem (AISJ).
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Independence

At 4 p.m. on Friday, l4th May 1948 (5th Iyyar 5708) at a gathering in
Tel-Aviv attended by most of the members of the People’s Council (the
leadership of the Yishuv) - the others were in besieged Jerusalem, and
thus unable to attend - David Ben-Gurion proclaimed the establishment
of the State of Israel. The last British High Commissioner for Palestine
departed - and the Union Jack ceased to ﬂutter over the Land.
The following morning, the armies of five Arab nations - Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Jordan - joined the ‘local’ Arab irregulars in the
determination to wipe out the ﬂedgling State. The call then went out
from the Arab capitals to the Arabs of Palestine, to ‘clear out of the way
of our victorious armies - and once we have thrown the Jews into the
sea, you can come back and join in the spoils’ - a call heeded by many,
despite Jewish neighbours (notably in Haifa) begging them to remain.
How many the world over recall this, or are prepared to admit that this
was the beginning of the plight of the Palestine Arab refugees?!
The total Jewish population of the Land then was at most about 650,000,
with only a few thousand men and women with any military training - in
the British army and the three underground units. In the fierce fighting
that ensued, Israel lost about 6,000; yet this makeshift army - which became the Israel Defence Force - defeated four Arab armies in the field.
The Jordanian Arab Legion, trained and commanded by British officers,
proved too strong. When the fighting was over at last, Egypt retained
control of the Gaza Strip, while Jordan annexed east Jerusalem and Judea & Samaria [the so-called “West Bank”].
Being a ‘required employee’, I was temporarily exempted from military
service. When I was finally called up - in February 1949 - the doctors
looked at me, put me on the scales, and threw me out: I was 180 cm. tall
and weighed 50 kilos! Since infancy, I had not tolerated fruit or vegetables (with very few exceptions), and meat had been a major item in my
diet. During the siege of Jerusalem, food was scarce, meat being virtually non-existent. At one point, the Jewish-held part of Jerusalem was
down to less than 200 tons of food! But morale in the country, not least in
Jerusalem, has never been as high as it was then! Great-Uncle Tzadok MMC’s junior by some six years - who lived in Tel Aviv with most of his
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progeny, managed to send to us a (spotlessly clean) kerosene-tin packed
with various food items, with a note that it was to be shared with cousin
Shifra; which was duly done.
Our oldest boy, Ehud (Udi), was born on the 10th of August 1949 - at Hadassah Aleph, where our other two were subsequently also born. Interestingly, the date of Ehud’s brit millah [circumcision] (on the eighth day,
needless to say) coincided with the re-interment of the bones of Theodor
Herzl on a Jerusalem hill-top to the west, where major dignitaries have
since been buried as well. Israel’s primary military cemetery is located
on the slope below Mt. Herzl, towards the city, with the new Sha’arei
Tzedek hospital across the highway.
My mother, who was au fait with the situation, asked me to come to England - so she could ‘fatten’ me up. Towards the end of 1950 I took leave
and ﬂew to England, staying with her. During my two months there, I
put on five kilos!
In May 1952 I left Hadassah, taking up employment with a patent &
trade-mark registration agency. My immediate boss was Sydney Charles
Webb, an ex-Palestine British police officer, who had married Rachel
Nahmias, daughter of a prominent Sephardi Jewish family. [Promotion
had been denied him because of that.] Curiously enough, as a sergeant
he had been in charge of the small police station in Romema, at the
time when I was growing up there. S.C. - with whom I had a very good
working relationship - was a member of one of the Free Mason lodges
in Jerusalem, and one day he asked me whether I’d care to have my
name put forward for membership. I was aware of just enough about the
Masons, to know that socially it was beneficial to be one of them; they
looked after their own. When I asked him what was entailed, he started
by saying that they had certain secret rites - at which point I responded
with a definite ‘no thanks’.
Yuval (Yuvi), our second boy, was born on the 9th of July 1953. Two
years later, in the summer of 1955, my mother came for her one-andonly visit to Israel. I travelled around the country with her, and it was
then that I had my first glimpse of the Sea of Galilee! Cousin Reuven,
Tzadok’s son, who lived in Haifa, treated us to a meal at Stella Carmel,
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then a posh Arab restaurant.
My next change of employment was in mid-1956, when I joined the staff
of the Jerusalem head office of the Israel Discount Bank. During my
eight years there, I worked at the foreign exchange desk, dealing primarily with German restitution funds. Many of the clients were originally
from Germany, which helped improve the German I had first picked up
at the Horev school; in those early years, the boys still spoke German
among themselves. I had a good ear, and while my grammar was faulty,
my pronunciation was more than fair.

Sinai Campaign - 1956

Incursions by then of Arab terrorists, particularly from the Gaza Strip,
were becoming intolerable. Diplomatic efforts to pressure Egypt to put a
stop to these incursions proved ineffective, and on 29 October I956 Israel
launched what became known as the Sinai Campaign. Within days the
IDF over-ran the Gaza Strip and all of Sinai. [Under tremendous pressure by the United States and the Soviets, Israel was eventually forced to
withdraw.] Israel’s action happened to coincide with a concerted (abortive) Anglo-French attack on Egypt, in the wake of Colonel Nasser’s
nationalization of the Suez Canal in July of that year. In 1958, Egypt
and Syria formed the United Arab Republic, with Nasser as the supremo.
(That union, however, did not last.)
Our daughter No’a was born on the 8th of July 1960. When she was
about a year old, we had to vacate the house in Romema, which was being sold to a developer by the executors of my grandfather’s estate. We
then moved to the house belonging to Hannah’s parents, to an apartment
behind theirs. In mid-1964 I resigned from the bank in a huff, because
I had not been given the promotion I felt I deserved. All those years,
Hannah had been employed in various secretarial positions. [During the
War of Independence, she had volunteered as an X-ray technician at Hadassah.]
Over the next two years, I found a number of temporary jobs, including
a few months in the height of summer on the shores of the Dead Sea - at
400 metres ‘below’, the lowest spot on earth. I even tried out an opening
in South Africa, which fizzled out after three months. Early in 1966, I
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was taken on by the Israel Programme of Scientific Translations (where
Hannah was then employed) - eventually being placed in administrative
charge of one of IPST’s projects.
My (God-given) editorial skills also came into play then.
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The Six-Day War

By 1967, tension in the Middle East had risen to fever pitch. Rattling
his sword in anticipation of his announced intention of ‘driving Israel
into the sea’, Nasser ordered the United Nations buffer force out of Sinai
- where it had been since Israel’s withdrawal following the Sinai Campaign - and closed the Straits of Tiran to Israeli shipping.
Israel’s Independence Day (the 5th of lyyar) in I967 coincided with the
15th of May. One of the features forming part of Independence Day celebrations had been a song contest, held in Jerusalem. To introduce the
contest that year, Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek had commissioned a
song from acclaimed composer/song-writer Naomi Shemer. “Jerusalem
of Gold”, sung and repeated that evening, swept the country like wildﬁre.
With Israel’s appeals for international diplomatic efforts to curb Nasser
proving unavailing - in the early hours of the 5th of June the Israel Air
Force launched a pre-emptive strike against the air forces of Egypt and
Syria. Early that morning, Israel’s Prime Minister Levi Eshkol had sent
word (via the U.N.) to King Hussein, to the effect that Israel had no
quarrel with Jordan, ‘advising’ him to stay out of the conﬂict - advice he
neglected, with momentous results!
That night, I said to the children that I sensed a great victory for Israel.
This was hours before Chief of Staff Yitzhak Rabin and Air Force commander Mordechai Hod came on the air to announce the destruction of
the enemy air forces on the ground! In the ensuing six days, Israel’s
armed forces had over-run Sinai, taken the Golan Heights from Syria,
and captured Judea & Samaria (the so-called “West Bank”) and - on the
third day - east Jerusalem from Jordan. The reunification of Jerusalem
under Israeli sovereignty had tremendous implications, the spiritual extent of which was unperceived by me then.
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Flash-back 50 years

On the 7th of December 1917, British planes ﬂew over Jerusalem, dropping leaﬂets in Arabic calling upon the city to surrender. The leaﬂets
were signed ‘Allenby’ - General Edmund Allenby was commander of
the Egyptian Expeditionary Force (having replaced General Murray) and the Arabic-reading population mistook that for something written
exactly the same in Arabic: ’Al Nebbi’ - The Prophet! Two days later,
Jerusalem was surrendered without a shot being ﬁred, ending 400 years
of Turkish-Moslem oppression.
The motto of the squadron that ﬂew over Jerusalem that day was: “I
spread my wings and keep my promise! ” In the early 1980s, in the home
of a 90-year-old gentleman in Leeds, he showed me - recorded in the
margin of his Bible - that the reading in all Anglican churches in Britain
that fateful week included Isaiah 31, where, in verse 5, we read: “Like
ﬂying birds so the Lord of hosts will protect Jerusalem. He will protect
and deliver it; He will pass over and rescue it”! You shall consecrate the
fiftieth year and proclaim a release through the land to all its inhabitants.
It shall be a jubilee for you, and each of you shall return to his own property... [Leviticus 25.-I0]

The break-up

A turbulent time then ensued for me personally, leading - inter alia - to
my having to resign from the IPST. That was when my marriage broke
up, entirely due to my own philandering, resulting in a messy situation
for all concerned. I deeply regret the pain I caused my wife of 21 years,
and the hurt to our three children. Working life kept me going, but it
took years to re-establish a reasonable - though far from satisfactory pattern for living. It was during this period that I became vaguely aware
of a strange stirring, and an echo of a different dimension of life.
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Chief Rabbi Kook,
a Giant of Faith!

Menachem Mendel Chaikin
(MMC)

My father
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My mother and us three children following our arrival in Romema

The family
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Moshe Shertok (Sharret) head of the
Jewish Agency’s political department with Brigade Major in the background

Hannah Rovina,
first lady of the HaBimah national
theatre
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Captain Bernard Casper,
Jewish Brigade Chaplain

Dov Ber and Chana (Loszynski)
Chaikin

My grandmother and her first
greatgrandchild

At the Hadassah massacre memorial, Sheikh Jarrah, Jerusalem
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Baptist House on Narkis Street in Jerusalem

Tehilah

Pastor Bob Lindsey
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Part 2
A new dimension of life
Press Office

In 1968 I was ‘head hunted’ by the Israel Government Press Office (my
translating and editing skills being a given), to stand in for the head of the
English Division, Pinchas Lapide, while he was away on a seven-week
lecture tour. By the time he returned, his assistant had resigned and I
accepted the invitation to fill that post.
A couple of years later, Lapid himself resigned. The Civil Service Commission then published a tender for the post - which officially called for
an M.A, degree. Naturally, I applied; back came the answer: he doesn’t
qualify (I had not even matriculated). Upon which, the Director of the
Press Office went to have words with the Commissioner, informing him
that I ‘had been doing the job for quite some years already’. So I was
given a pro-forma test – and approved!
Lapide had been a star pupil of Hebrew University Prof David Flusser’s
‘Comparative Religions’ course, and was well-acquainted with the
Christian scene in Israel. One day he asked me to accompany him to
Baptist House in downtown Jerusalem, the occasion being celebration of
the publication of (a new) translation of Mark’s Gospel to Hebrew by Dr.
Robert L. Lindsey, pastor of the ‘international’ congregation there. This
was my first encounter with the person who was to play such a major
role in my life.
The Director of the Press Office - main office in Tel Aviv - was David
Landor; the Jerusalem branch was headed by Dr. Meron (Ronnie) Medzini. During the Yom Kippur War (October 1973), with Ronnie Medzini
being ‘conscripted’ by the Army Spokesman’s unit, I was left to run the
Jerusalem branch with a skeleton staff. In the wake of that war, Prime
Minister Golda Meir resigned. Yitzhak Rabin was then recalled from his
ambassadorial post in Washington, to take over.
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Pre-dawn on the 4th of July I976, Ronnie was on the phone to me. All
he said was: “We got them out!” It was the successful culmination of the
Entebbe rescue operation.
As head of division, I was required to attend staff meetings in the Tel
Aviv office, held every Thursday - and the 5th of August 1976 was no
exception. After the meeting, I spent some time with a friend before
heading for the sherut to Jerusalem. [Sherut (‘service’), in this instance,
denotes taxis plying from point to point - usually with seven passengers
- at a fixed price.] The seat next to the driver was taken, and there were
three occupants in the rear seat. I occupied the right-hand corner of the
middle row. Just about 10 p.m., two ladies entered, and off we went. The
lady seated immediately to my left was a very attractive blond, and I
soon struck up a conversation with her.

Tehilah’s story

My deepest awareness is that of being a trophy of grace in His hand, and
of being joined with Israel - to the degree of understanding my identity
in the Messiah only in the light of this. It was given to me - not because
of any planning of my own - to visit Jerusalem before the Six-Day War,
when the forbidding wall was still dividing the city where God had chosen to put His name; and then to visit again fairly soon after the reunification of His city. Not only were the facts on the ground thoroughly
changed, but the whole atmosphere was completely different - a fresh
sense in the air of the intervention of the God of Israel. Several sojourns
in the Land together with my family followed. The children were blessed
with ﬁrst-hand experience of Israel, and beneﬁted greatly.
Then, one day in the early ‘70s, the Lord impressed on me that He had an
appointment with me personally in Jerusalem, on a particular date. It was
so clear and compelling, that I bought a ticket to Israel without having
any personal connection there. This proved to be an amazing encounter,
which opened up for His further purposes. Irene (Shaloma) Levi, whom
I first met then, became a near friend, and has remained so for all those
years.
After several more visits, with the opportunity for voluntary work, I returned to Israel on the 5th of August I976 - and found myself in a strange
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situation. Having just arrived from England (not long before 10 p.m.), I
was gripped by a sense of urgency which made me rush through the airport, almost having to fight with a taxi driver who wanted to put my luggage in his car - and running to catch a bus to Tel Aviv. I had only just got
in, when the bus took off. At that time of night, there was no direct bus
from the airport to Jerusalem; I had to go via Tel Aviv, and I knew where
to catch the ‘sherut’ to Jerusalem. I ran around the corner to where the
cab-rank was, and with another lady immediately behind me got into the
waiting taxi. The door slammed shut, and we were on our way. I did not
have the slightest idea why it was so important to catch this particular
taxi - but what ensued changed the direction of my life.

Biographical Notes

At this point I will digress, and highlight some of my beginnings in Norway. A few episodes pertinent to my relationship to Israel, will also be
part of the story - before I resume where I left off. The restless yearning I experienced from childhood, had much to do with a quest for true
identity. It propelled me through divergent strong currents: my mothers’
walk of faith, which took her from Lutheranism into new areas; and my
father‘s devotion to the beauty of Greco-Roman culture, reﬂected in his
work and entire outlook.
I was a voracious reader, and this included the Bible, not least the Old
Testament. That God had a particular plan with Israel became obvious to
me - all the more evident through an encounter with the Living Messiah
when I was l7. After having embarked on a career in textile design, I
switched to nursing - at that time a strictly disciplined training which I
knew I needed. It proved to be a good school for life, and opened doors.
During my training, I was placed on a ward where a Jewish Holocaust
survivor was being treated. He had been prominent in Oslo’s Jewish
community, and tried to escape the German occupiers in Norway by getting across the border to Sweden. There, in the marshy forests, he nearly
froze to death before being rescued. One day when I came on duty, I
sensed that something had happened with his son, and asked him: “What
about your son?” He answered: “Strange that you should ask. Today he
told me that he had to go Home.” I was deeply stirred by the reality of it.
The father knew he had to let his son go home to Israel, even though he
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had been born, raised and educated in Norway.
Many years later, after having lived in various countries east and west,
and with my first marriage in tatters, I landed in Britain with my four
children. At some point, my situation became critical. The worst was
my inability to grasp that God could still love and forgive me. I had
long been active outside the home, enjoying team work with the children
to keep the family functioning. But taking on a teaching job proved too
heavy, and resulted in a physical breakdown - with serious pneumonia.
Knowing I had to go into hospital, I gathered up a few books to take
with me. One was about the history of Israel. My condition improved,
and as I started reading, I could hear His voice again. Through what I
read, He spoke about his continuous unfailing love for His people Israel.
In spite of so often having turned away, and with their grievous sin, He
was always ready to forgive. Then the question came: “Why, when you
know this is true for Israel, are you not willing to receive My Father-love
for yourself - is My heart not large enough?” Resistance melted, and I
could rest in renewed assurance of God’s Father-love, entirely bound up
with His covenant faithfulness to Israel. It was a new beginning I had
not dared think possible.
-------------As I got into the service-taxi that day, I was not aware that that was also
to be a new beginning of something I had not dared hope for. The Lord
had impressed on me “I will comfort you in Jerusalem” [Isa. 66:13] - but
I was too independent to receive it at that time, and responded: “I am
not looking for comfort; I don’t need it.” In the taxi, I soon experienced
some Israeli hutzpa - with which I was not unacquainted - but what this
man told me about his work, and how he came to be in that taxi at that
time, sounded genuine. In fact, his work at the Press Office fascinated
me. What an interesting place to work, in the hub of things as they were
happening, with the government on the one side and all the foreign press
on the other.
Another matter caught my attention. When we started ascending to Jerusalem, Dov became quite agitated, and told about much that had hap45

pened along the road there. I found it remarkable that someone who had
travelled that way regularly, still knew the kind of excitement that I experienced on the road to Jerusalem. Later, I realized of course that one
never takes for granted to live in Jerusalem, and move around in His
Land; there is a growing sense of wonder and anticipation.
When we met again, I tried to share my faith with Dov. He retorted:
“Stop those Christian phrases!” I had not used standard Christian vocabulary - which anyway did not reﬂect my life-experience - nor was I a
product of any particular denomination, so I was somewhat taken aback
by his reaction. That was not the end of it, but it made me throw myself
on the Lord, asking for His wisdom in expressing these matters in a different way. Firstly, I understood that I had to approach through the Old
Testament - the Hebrew Scriptures!

Narkis Street Congregation

Dov:
It’s not as if I had anything in principle against Christians per se. It was
a vague suspicion of possibly being dispossessed of my Jewish identity.
But I suspect I was already in love with her, and wanted to know more
about her. So when she said she would be attending the ‘international’
congregation on Narkis Street - the only one in Jerusalem she happened
to know at the time - I tagged along. As mentioned earlier, I had been to
“Baptist House” before - the occasion being celebration of publication
of Dr. Lindsey’s translation to Hebrew of Mark’s gospel. Now I saw people, led by Pastor ‘Bob’, worshiping the same God I knew, on Shabbat
(the Sabbath) just as in the synagogue, with even some Hebrew: David
Bivin reading from the Tanakh (the Hebrew Scriptures) in ﬂawless Hebrew!
No attempt was made to push anything on me. But they did do something behind my back: they prayed! Most importantly, Bob befriended
me. There was an hour of (English) Bible-teaching before the service,
the same as now, and Wesley Brown was then teaching - from the ‘Old
Testament”. Aware that I knew Hebrew, he would ask me every now
and then concerning the correct rendering in English of a particular word
or passage. This led to my need to reread the Hebrew Scriptures - which
I had ﬁrst been reading from a very early age. And I kept coming across
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very familiar passages, which stood out in a new light.

Paradox

One passage in particular struck me as odd. I had always been a believer
in the God of Abraham, Isaac & Jacob - and while I ‘knew’ that God was
omnipotent, I was also aware that there was one thing that was beyond
Him: by His very nature, God cannot lie! But if God is not lying, as
surely He is not, I discovered what to me was a tremendous paradox in
Exodus 33. In verse 11 it says that God spoke to Moses face to face, “as
a man does to his friend”; yet in verse 20, God tells Moses that no-one
can see Him and remain alive! (This was my first acquaintance with the
difference between the Hebrew and Greek mind-sets: the former thrives
on paradox, while the latter seemingly can’t cope with it.) This really
had me puzzled. Who was it then that was Moses’ interlocutor, to whom
Moses refers as God, and yet Moses remains alive.
Interestingly enough, at this stage my attention was not drawn to the very
familiar passage in Genesis 18, with its (widely acknowledged) appearance of God in human form. No, I had to see for myself a reference to a
person who, on the face of it, is a human being - and yet must obviously
be divine. That was not the only passage to leave me puzzled then. In
Leviticus. l7:l1, we read about God saying that life is in the blood, “and
I have given it to you to make atonement for yourselves on the altar; it is
the blood that makes atonement for one‘s life.” Clearly, a blood sacriﬁce
is required for atonement, with no provision made for anything else. But
there is now no Temple and no animal sacrifices, so how is atonement
secured?

Man becoming God?

Although at this point in time I knew very little of the New Testament,
having just leafed a bit through it, I was aware that Christians claimed
that the ‘once-for-all’ sacrifice of Yeshua (Jesus) provided the requisite
atonement. I was also aware that they claimed that Jesus was God - or,
as I had heard it said, ‘the Second Person of the Godhead’. If they were
right, was it possible that those of whom the Tanakh says that they saw
God, actually saw this ‘Second Person of the Godhead‘ - whom one can
presumably see and yet remain alive? But how could they be right? How
could I believe that a man - and Yeshua was said to have been born of
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a woman - could become God? Until, that is, it is realised that it is not
man who became God, but God Who chose to manifest Himself as man.’
But that realisation, for me, was yet in the future. Attending the weekly
services at the Narkis Street congregation proved no chore for me; on the
contrary, I felt good and at peace there. Associate Pastor Wayne Buck,
who also led the worship, became a close friend as well.

Melchizedek

Early in 1977 I came across Psalm 110; the Tanakh I was then reading
was a Hebrew-English edition, the English being the King James Version
(KJV), and - as is my wont - I was checking the English against the Hebrew original. Commencing, as it does (after the superscript “A Psalm of
David”), with “The Lord said unto my Lord...”, it is apparent that King
David is here referring to someone he calls “my Lord”, who is being
addressed by the Lord (YHWH). Moreover, with this verse continuing
“... Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool”,
this person being addressed by YHWH must surely be divine! In verse
4, the English reads: “The Lord hath sworn and will not repent, Thou art
a priest forever after the order of Melchizedek.”
But the original text differs! In the Hebrew, the last part of the verse,
which in the English is rendered “after the order of Melchizedek”, is:
( על דברתי מלכיצדקAL-DIVRATI MALKI-TZEDEK). Had it been דברת
( עלAL-DIVRAT), I would have had no reason to quibble with the rendering “after the order of”. However, ( על דברתיAL-DIVRATI) can only
be “upon my word” - which parallels “... sworn and will not repent...”
[The poetry of the Tanakh, it should be noted, is expressed in synonymous parallelisms/stress-repeats.] The presence of the smallest letter of
the Hebrew alphabet, the yod, made for a considerable difference!
My understanding of this verse was conﬁrmed to me years later by Prof
Shmuel Safrai of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, an observant Jew,
who agreed that AL DIVRATI can only mean ‘upon my word’. And
when I asked him to whom that verse referred, his response was “to the
Messiah, obviously!”
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To me it became clear that in this verse the Lord is speaking directly to
‘Melchizedek‘. And just as obviously, to me, the person to whom David
refers in v.1 as “my Lord” must be ‘Melchizedek’. Finding this most
intriguing, I turned to the only other passage in the Tanakh where this
‘Melchizedek’ appears - ‘out of the blue’: Gen. 14:18-20.
Here I should point out that, over the years, I have had much occasion to
deal with semantics; and semantically, ‘Melchizedek’ conveys no meaning. The Hebrew ( מלכיצדקMALKl-TZEDEK), on the other hand, is most
meaningful. It carries the meaning of ‘My King of Righteousness‘! ‘King
of righteousness‘ would have been ‘Melekh Tzedek’. The Hebrew שלם
( ומלכיצדק מלךU’MALKI-TZEDEK MELEKH SHALEM), which is how
Gen. l4:l8 commences, is rendered in the KJV “And Melchizedek king
of Salem...” As pointed out, ( מלךMELEKH) in Hebrew is ‘king‘, while
( שלםSHALEM) carries the meaning of ‘complete’, ‘without blemish’,
‘perfect’. (At this point in time, I was not yet acquainted with the Epistle
to the Hebrews and what it has to say about ‘Melchizedek’.)
In this passage, it is recorded that Malki-Tzedek - “priest of the most
high God” - invoked the name of the most high God to bless Abraham,
and that Abraham “gave him tithes of all”. One of the theories current
concerning the ‘Melchizedek’ of Genesis 14 is that he was a Canaanite
priest-king (of a place called Salem). But I could not conceive of Abraham - who walks and talks with God, to whom Scriptures refer as God’s
friend [actually, “who loves Me” - ohavi], and who is conscious of an
impending special Covenant promise - offering a tithe to and accepting
the blessing of a Canaanite priest-king; or any other mere human being,
for that matter. But if the one confronting Abraham is someone whom
he recognizes as being so much greater than himself - the ‘Perfect King’
- the sequence in this passage assumes a most meaningful significance.
Consider also Abraham’s response to the king of Sodom, when the latter offers him the booty : “I have lifted up mine hand unto the Lord
(YHWH)...that I will not take anything that is thine...”(Gen.14:22-23).
At what stage had Abraham sworn this oath? And why had Malki-Tzedek appeared on the scene - ‘out of the blue’- just as the king of Sodom
set out to meet Abraham? To me, this was a clear manifestation (the
first recorded) of divinity in human form! With firm proof thus from the
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Hebrew Scriptures that God does manifest Himself in human form, I
was challenged with whether I could accept the claim – made in the New
Testament – that Yeshua, born of woman, was/is divine! (By this time, I
had been prepared to accept that He could be a messianic type - possibly
the suffering Messiah of rabbinic teaching.)
At Caesarea Philippi (as recorded in Matthew 16:13-17 - reported in the
other Gospels as well), after asking His disciples who the people say
that He is, Yeshua questions what they say that He is - to which Peter
responds that He is “the Messiah, the Son of the Living God”. This elicits the statement by Yeshua, that “flesh and blood did not reveal this to
you, but My Father in heaven” - the revelation being that the Messiah is
divine! It was by divine revelation that I arrived at the same conclusion.
And there can be no doubt, scripturally, that the Messiah is fully human
and fully divine! (Years later my attention was drawn to Isaiah 43:11
and Jeremiah 23:5,6.)
Where reference to ‘Melchizedek’ is concerned, the various translations
of the Tanakh draw on the Septuagint, which often has renderings different from the Hebrew. The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews here obviously drew on the Septuagint; and while the rendering differs from the
Hebrew original, yet it is perfectly valid! Yeshua is the name given to
the Second Person of the Godhead when He chose to be born of woman,
and is the name by which we know Him in His incarnation; in this name
He conquered death and sin, and opened a new and living way to the Father. But in His various appearances recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures,
the Second Person of the Godhead manifested Himself as, for instance,
the “Angel of the Lord”, the “Captain of the Lord’s Host” - and also as,
certainly in my understanding , “Malki-Tzedek”. It is in the office of
eternal priest-king that Yeshua is “high priest”. This is borne out by the
passage in Zechariah 6:9-13, with particular reference to the last verse where the KJV follows the Hebrew exactly!
Whereas the main weekly service in the congregation was on Saturday,
Sunday evenings were devoted to praise-and-prayer meetings - viewed
by Bob as his ‘workshop’, and at which there were also healing services.
While attending one Sunday evening in April 1977, I found myself suddenly on my feet - announcing that I had no option but to acknowledge
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Yeshua as Messiah, Saviour and Lord!
I asked for baptism then, but I stipulated the date. The 23rd of May that
year was Shavuot (the Feast of Week)s, the original of Pentecost - and I
felt that would be the most appropriate date. Bob had in mind a certain
baptismal pool in Jerusalem’s Ein Kerem suburb (John the Baptiser’s
traditional birth-place) - but certain elect members of the congregation
‘rebelled’.
My baptism thus took place in the Jordan - the Jewish way: self-immersion, upon confession of faith, in front of witnesses. This was for me the
joyous conclusion of a ‘walk to Emmaus’ experience. One of the things
that stood out to me during this time, was that in following - and accepting - the teachings of a Jewish rabbi from Nazareth, my Jewish identity
was, in fact, greatly enhanced!
Make no mistake, I am not trying to knock traditional forms of (adult)
baptism that have evolved through the years. For me, though, with my
traditional Jewish background, the Jewish way of baptism was most
meaningful - because it did not disrupt my sense of identity as a Jew. It
was Bob who had noticed that the Greek word for baptism in the New
Testament, is the self-same word used in the Septuagint with reference to
Na’aman being told by Elisha to dip himself seven times in the Jordan.
Bob, the Southern Baptist minister, had come into the Baptism of the
Spirit in the early 1970s. By then, he was too firmly established in the
local setting, for the Southern Baptist Convention to do anything about
it. He had the respect of both Jew and Moslem, and – what is more - of
the historic churches! An internationally-acclaimed scholar with a true
pastor’s heart - one of whose greatest ambitions was to help the Jew find
his Jewish Messiah as a Jew. - After he died, the S.B.C. declared Bob a
heretic; pity there aren’t more such ‘heretics’ in the Church!

Tehilah

Paul speaks about the veil that is removed when a Jew comes to faith in
his Messiah. Removal of that veil has multiple consequences, and opens
for amazing revelations. For Dov, this also meant a new awareness of the
depth of the Hebrew language - a spiritual dimension which had escaped
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him, though it must have stirred him deeply as a youngster. At that early
stage, before the rebirth of Israel as a sovereign nation, there was - as
Dov told me - a sense of awe and respect for the language which had
miraculously come into ascendancy in a form suitable for daily life. Still,
the absolute uniqueness of the language was somehow hidden - till Dov
came to faith in Yeshua.
In a milieu where the quickening Spirit of Truth was at work in specific
ways, Dov was led to passages in the Hebrew Scriptures which became
highlights on his Emmaus walk. Reading of Scriptures had been a dormant area for so long, that it almost startled him when certain words
opened as windows to a new reality. He would say things like: “How is it
I didn’t see that before - is that what it really says?” Almost imperceptibly, a steady growth took place. With no pressure from the congregation,
trust and friendship were built and consolidated. No sermons, evangelistic techniques, etc. came into play here - but prayer behind the scenes.
It was quite an awesome process to witness, because it was the work of
Him who is the Father of Israel.

Political Upheaval

When David Landor retired, the head office of the Press Office had moved
to Jerusalem, Ronnie Medzini taking over as Director. Notwithstanding
the change, the work in the Tel Aviv office continued apace, and I had
a very competent staff of translators there - Hanan Goldstein and Ruth
Barak standing out. Of the turnover of assistants I had in Jerusalem, I
remember in particular Taffy Baker and Jack Katzenell. When Jack left
to join the English section of Kol Yisrael (Israel Radio), Ralph Mandel
appeared on the scene. Without in any way detracting from the merits of
the others, Ralph proved to be invaluable.
At the very same time that my life was turned around, an upset occurred
in the political sphere in Israel. Elections had been called in Israel, and
the Labour party, which in one form or another had been in power since
the State’s establishment, lost to the right-wing Herut - headed by Menahem Begin. With the change of government, Ronnie - being a Labourite
- was obliged to vacate his post; the lower echelons, however, were not
affected.
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Australian interlude

My brother Elton and his wife Pam had emigrated from England to Australia quite some time back, and my mother had eventually followed
them there. In 1977 I received a letter from Elton, telling me that our
brother Joel had passed away in February, and urging me to come ‘down
under’ to see our mother before it was too late; by then, she had advanced
Parkinson - and was in a home for the aged.
Being granted ‘compassionate’ leave from the Press Office, I set out for
England en route to Sydney. While in London, I had an interesting encounter with my father’s first-cousin Dr. Bernard Homa [son of great
uncle BLD], a knowledgeable orthodox Jew. Trying to persuade me that
the New Testament was wrong, he based his argument on the description
of the multitude waving palm-fronds as Yeshua entered Jerusalem just
before the Passover - “when it is common knowledge that lulavim (palmfronds) are used during Succot.” It just so happens that I had once - in
early summer - witnessed crowds of Moslems waving palm-fronds as
they greeted returnees from the Hadj (pilgrimage to Mecca).
I’m glad I was afforded the opportunity of seeing my mother, but relations with Elton were somewhat strained. He did not exactly approve of
my faith, added to which he was a prominent member of his Masonic
lodge.
Because of my absence in Australia, I missed the ‘fun’ of Egyptian President Sadat’s historic visit to Jerusalem. It was no easy time for my assistant, but Ralph came through with flying colours. I had maintained a
very cordial relationship with David Landor, and got on very well with
Ronnie Medzini. Not so with the new Director, Ze’ev Hefetz; relations
soon became rather strained - and in mid-1978 I resigned.

Bible Society

The Bible Society1, which had moved its operations from Jerusalem to
Haifa in 1948 because of the War of Independence, was just then relocating to Jerusalem - and I joined its ranks. Ole Christian Kvarme, the Nor1 Whose agents had first visited the land of Israel in 1816.
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wegian pastor of the Elias congregation in Haifa, was then the Honorary
Executive Secretary. (At the time of writing he is Bishop of Oslo.) The
manager was another Norwegian, Terje Hartberg, a pronounced workaholic. For 13 of the 30 months I was with the Bible Society, I stood in for
Terje while he was away on study leave.
It was while I was with the Bible Society that Tehilah and I married, in
April 1980. We had to go to Cyprus to tie the knot, since ‘cross-religion’
marriages - me being Jewish and Tehilah non-Jewish - cannot be performed in Israel. The following April, I left the Bible Society. Earlier,
in February, David R. had walked into our life.
I can’t ‘take my leave’ of the Bible Society, without relating the following tidbit:
The Jerusalem International Book Fair was being held that April, and I
was manning the Society’s stand. It was common knowledge that Bible
Society employees were believers in Yeshua. Government Minister Dr.
Yoseph Burg, a modern-orthodox Jew, came sauntering by and stopped
at the stand; he picked up a modern-Hebrew translation of the New Testament and started leafing through it. [His wife Rivka was of the prominent Slonim family, and I had a great aunt who was a Slonim by birth.]
I addressed him – in Hebrew of course - ‘Mr. Minister, doesn’t it bother
you to read the New Testament?’ ‘Young man,’ he pontificated; ‘I can
quote to you the Sermon on the Mount by heart. - What’s your name?’
‘Chaikin’ I replied. ‘Ah, mishpoche (family)’ he declared – and shook
me by the hand!

Off to America

We had both felt already early on that we were being directed to a teaching ‘ministry’; yet we also knew we needed some structured teaching
ourselves. But we were faced with the question of where to seek such
teaching. Just then, the Old Testament professor at Criswell Bible School
(Dallas, Texas) was visiting Israel. We were introduced to him by Wayne
Buck, and he offered us a scholarship and accommodation at Criswell, in
return for my tutoring in Hebrew.
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On the strength of that, we set off for the United States in June of 1981,
via a stopover in England, where Tony & Maureen Aggiss came into our
life - having been ‘introduced’ to us in a communication from David R.
It was from them that we learnt where David was located just then: Faith
Training Center, in Walhalla, South Carolina. (It was with the Aggisses,
incidentally, that we attended the meeting - on June 18 - at which David
Pawson spoke of the Christians’ need to acknowledge their debt to the
Jews. He was followed by the emeritus rabbi of Hendon, London,who
had been chaplain with the British forces that liberated Bergen Belsen.)
That was what the Lord used, to redirect us from Criswell to Faith Training Center, a little-known mission-field-training-centre-cum-Bibleschool. Only the Lord’s sense of humour could have placed such an institution in Walhalla, South Carolina - Walhalla, of Norse mythology fame!
I must now backtrack somewhat. The last Friday of 1980, we had invited
Jack & Ruth - a Messianic couple - for a Shabbat meal. We had met them
just a few days earlier and took a shine to them; all we knew about them
was that they were from Denver. We spoke about going to the States,
and I mentioned that I hoped to get a driving license while there. Jack
suggested we come and visit them in Denver, and he would help with
my quest.
Paul & Angelita (Tehilah’s second daughter) Ogle and their two boys,
Simeon and Matthew, were then with a Four Square church at Eagle
Rock in Los Angeles. We proposed to visit them, and gave Jack their
address and phone number as a contact point. Following a brief introductory stay at F.T.C., we experienced a fascinating three-day-and-night
Greyhound bus-ride to Los Angeles, with stopovers – i.e.- in New Orleans and El Paso.
While there, Paul and another member of the congregation took me out
on the road, after midnight even venturing onto the freeway. I passed
the written test 100 percent, but I was not yet confident enough to take
the driving test. Visiting a friend in Sacramento, I was introduced to
an American-Israeli there, and he took me out in his car. After driving
around for a couple of hours, he felt I should go for the test. I flubbed one
point, and so passed with only 96 percent - but I had my driver’s license!
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Through our children, Jack traced us to Sacramento - and asked when
we were coming to visit. When I explained that we had to get back to
South Carolina, and were rather short of funds - “and I already have my
driver’s license” - he sprang a surprise on me. “Ruth & I were recently in
San Diego, and thought we’d move there, so I left my car with my brother - but we’ve changed our plans. Why not pick it up and drive to Denver,
and I’ll send you some money for expenses” - which he did.
Back to Eagle Rock, where I left Tehilah with Paul & Angelita, and took
a bus to San Diego. Jack’s brother lived on Coronado Island, and that’s
where I found a 1970 Mercedes diesel automatic-gear awaiting me. The
moment I got off the S-bridge linking the island to Interstate 5, I felt a
presence in the car. When I tell people about my first solo driving experience, they find it difficult to credit what they hear: San Diego to Los
Angeles, with six lanes either side!
I picked up Tehilah, and away we were bound to... Denver. Wolf Creek
pass, the highest we’d ever been at nearly 11,000 feet, posed no problem, roadworks notwithstanding. We took two nights and three days on
the way; all in all, it was an exciting new experience. Jack had booked
us two engagements in Wyoming, in Cheyenne and in a little town to
the south, whose only ‘claim to fame’ was that it had a small Bible college. The principal of the college, who attended the meeting, afterwards
asked me: “The people living in Israel nowadays, are they really the
Jews?” Assuredly, one aspect of replacement theology!
A son of the family we stayed with overnight in Cheyenne had to get
back to a Bible college in Fort Worth, Texas; we, for our part, had hoped
to be able to visit a friend there en route to South Carolina. It was just
like the Lord, to arrange a lift for us to Fort Worth - and both the young
man and his family were grateful for the extra driver. From Fort Worth
we were enabled to visit another friend, in Oklahoma City.
With the help of the friend in Fort Worth, I was able to rent a car for the
onward journey east. Just west of Memphis the car broke down, and
while waiting for a replacement we were ‘entertained’ by a swarm of
mosquitoes. Another ‘incident’ had to do with one of the places where
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we stopped on federal highway 64 for refreshment: Pulaski, Tennessee.
For some reason, both of us felt quite an oppression there; later, we
found out that that was where the Ku Klux Klan had had its beginnings.
Thereafter, it was a straight run to Walhalla, S.C. and to Faith Training
Center.
The founder, A.S. Worley, had been in the mission field in Australasia
for many years. Based on his experience in the field, he placed quite
some emphasis on relationships and communication. Concurrently, a
very strict regimen held sway at FTC: married couples had breakfast in
their own quarters, all other meals were communal; communication between students was allowed only at meal times and during work-project
sessions - cliques being forbidden; lights out at 10.30 p.m.; allowed off
premises - shopping for necessities such as toilet articles - for only a few
hours Saturday mornings.
One of the things we ‘learnt’ initially, was that there was no grace in the
Old Testament! Perhaps not surprising, considering the KJV (the only
one in use) rendering of John 1:17 - “For the law was given by Moses,
but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ” - and the virtually universal
translation of hessed as “loving kindness” instead of the “grace” that it
is. Eventually, a married couple on the teaching staff, independently of
each other, received revelation that really startled them concerning God’s
nature - as well as the place of Israel in God’s plan of world salvation!
Just before Thanksgiving, our friend from Fort Worth phoned to ask
whether I was (still) believing for a car. Needless to say, I responded affirmatively. Imagine my surprise when she turned up with a second-hand
Ford, leaving it with me and riding a bus back home. [The car saw quite
some service with us, before I returned it to her.]
Towards the end of our one semester at FTC - September to mid-December 1981 - we were required to compose a brief sermon, and this is what
I came up with:
JUDGMENT & CONDEMNATION - A CANKER IN THE BODY
So Boaz took Ruth, and she became his wife, and he went in to her. And
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the Lord enabled her to conceive, and she gave birth to a son. Then the
women said to Naomi, ‘Blessed is the Lord who has not left you without
a redeemer today, and may his name become famous in Israel. May he
also be to you a restorer of life and a sustainer of your old age; for your
daughter-in-law, who loves you and is better to you than seven sons, has
given birth to him.’ Then Naomi took the child and laid him in her lap,
and became his nurse. And the neighbour women gave him a name,
saying, ‘A son has been born to Naomi!’ So they named him Obed. He
is the father of Jesse, the father of David.
Surely a most fitting ending to this wonderful story, of a young woman
who - without thought of material gain - cleaves to a much older woman;
and, what is more, leaves her own homeland to follow this other woman
to a strange land, whose people are enemies of her own people. But that
is not how the book of Ruth ends; there are five more verses to the book.
Now these are the generations of Perez: to Perez was born Hezron, and
to Hezron was born Ram, and to Ram, Amminadab, and to Amminadab
was born Nahshon, and to Nahshon, Salmon, and to Salmon was born
Boaz, and to Boaz, Obed, and to Obed was born Jesse, and to Jesse,
David.
Does one ever stop to think why, after what appears to be a perfectly
satisfactory ending to a beautiful story, a ten-generation genealogy is
tagged on? And if, as would seem, it is improtant to relate who were the
forebears of Boaz, why does the list not end with him? And why, for that
matter, does it start with Perez?
It is rather interesting to note that these very same ten men feature also
in the genealogical table in the beginning of the Gospel according to
Matthew. Another striking feature of this table is the fact that, aside from
Miriam (Mary), the mother of Yeshua (Jesus), four other women - and
only four - are listed: Tamar, Rahab, Ruth - and her that had been the
wife of Uriah (i.e. Bathsheba).
Even before I finally accepted Yeshua as Messiah, Saviour & Lord, one
of the incidents that struck me most forcibly about Him is related in the
eighth chapter of John’s Gospel. It concerns the woman taken in adul58

tery, whom the scribes and pharisees brought to Him for judgment. In
the seventh verse there, it is recorded that when they pressed Him for
an answer, He invited any one of them who was without sin to be the
first to cast a stone at the woman. And in verses 10 & 11 we read: And
straightening up, Jesus said to her, ‘Woman, where are they? Has no one
condemned you?’ And she said, ‘No one, Lord.’ And Jesus said, ‘Neither do I condemn you; go your way. From now on sin no more.’
Which brings me back to the two genealogical tables: Perez was born to
Judah out of an incestuous relationship with Tamar, Judah’s daughter-inlaw! Rahab was a harlot! Ruth was a Moabite - an alien! And finally,
there is David’s adulterous relationship with Bathsheba! And yet , these
four women are in the line of the Messiah!
When God Himself overrules, who are we to gainsay Him?! “Neither
do I condemn you...” Yeshua said to the woman caught in adultery. He,
Who had every right to judge and condemn, would not do so! And as
He, Himself, admonished us - in Luke, chapter 6, verses 36 & 37: “Be
merciful, just as your Father is merciful. And do not judge, and you will
not be judged; and do not condemn, and you will not be condemned...”

To Florida

One of the pastors invited to attend - and speak at - the autumn conference at FTC was Don Hodges, associate pastor (at the time) of Abundant
Life Church in Fort Walton Beach, Florida, who was there with his wife
Pat. We took to each other, and they extended to us a very warm invitation to visit them. Faith Training Center had accepted us on faith, and the
cost for both of us for the one semester was $2,000. Before we left, we
managed to scrape together $1,000, promising to pay the rest as soon as
possible. We left with a heavy burden of obligation, knowing that others
before had promised to pay - and had not.
At the Women’s Aglow conference in Jerusalem in November 1980, we
had met two sisters from the Tampa area, who invited us to visit. So
that’s where we headed after leaving Faith Training Center; but first we
called in at Marietta, Ga. to see Wayne & Jeanine Buck - who had by
then returned to the U.S. When we told Wayne where we were going,
and that we hoped to be able to visit the Tabernacle in Melbourne, Jamie
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Buckingham’s church, Wayne phoned Jamie and got his permission to
give us his unlisted phone number. When we phoned Jamie from where
we were staying in the Tampa area, just before Christmas, he said he
would make arrangements for our accommodation - and that he would
phone back.
But it wasn’t Jamie who phoned. At the Sunday service, Jamie announced
that ‘a couple from Israel would be visiting’, and if anyone would like
to host them, “come and see me after the service”. Douglas Armstrong,
who was not known for speaking up in church, jumped up then and
there: “I’ll take them!” It was Douglas who phoned - and we drove over
on the intervening Tuesday between Christmas and New Year, for a couple of days’ visit. . Jamie came over the following day, and we chatted
for something like two hours, at the end of which he invited me to share
in the Tabernacle the following Sunday. [“I don’t know what came over
me,” he told us later; “I’ve never before invited a total stranger to speak
in church!”]
We spent New Year’s day back with the sisters and their extended families in the Tampa area, after which we headed back to the Armstrongs’
place just outside Melbourne. In church, after the announcements and a
few brief testimonies, Jamie called me up. I testified how I had come to
faith in Yeshua; I made no mention of Faith Training Center.
As I was making ready to step down, Jamie grabbed hold of me, saying:
“I hope you don’t mind if I embarrass you a little.” He then addressed
the congregation, 1200-strong: “The church is going to give them something, but I feel you’d want to bless them personally.” The next day we
sent off a cheque for a $1,000 dollars to Faith Training Center, and had
nearly as much left over!
“Because we blessed the Jew first on the first Sunday of 1982, the Lord
opened the windows of heaven to us,” Jamie wrote to us later. Earlier, he
had told us that the best thing that ever happened to him, was when he
got ‘the left boot of fellowship’ from the Southern Baptist Convention.
It was a loss to us personally, and to the Body generally, when he succumbed to cancer.
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From Melbourne we headed for the Panhandle, in response to Pat &
Don’s invitation. Before leaving, though, Douglas ‘had a look’ at the
car. He happened to be a first-class car mechanic - and did the car need
looking into! ‘Fix or replace daily’ was the least of the epithets that, we
were told, the initials FORD stood for then.

More Replacement!

The directions I’d been given were easy enough to follow, and we arrived safely in Fort Walton Beach, passing by Eglin USAF base - surely
one of the very largest of airforce bases, if not the largest, in the western
world. Don & Pat introduced us to Abundant Life Church, where we
were made welcome by the pastor, L.M. Thorne, and the congregation and invited to come back, an invitation we gladly accepted.
The ‘refurbished’ car then took us all the way across to Los Angeles,
for another visit with Paul & Angelita and the boys. From there back to
Forth Worth, to return the car. While there, we had occasion to attend a
noon chapel meeting at Kenneth Copeland’s head office. A former nightclub bouncer, while regaling the office staff with the role of women in the
New Testament, all of a sudden introduced a new twist:
After the crushing of the Jewish revolt - it was not made clear whether
the first or the second - against the Romans, some members of the royal
house of Judah escaped from Palestine and made their way to Britain.
Claudia, a British princess, married into the tribe, and the British royal house is thus descended from King David. Moreover, on one of his
‘business’ trips to Britain, Joseph of Arimathea took Jesus along - and
Joseph and Mary are buried in Glastonbury.
The people there swallowed this twaddle hook, line and sinker. I’d heard
about British-Israelism before, but this blatant aspect of replacement theology would take a lot to beat. I find it instructive that the Church does
not speak out against such phenomena!
We made it back by public transport to Fort Walton Beach, where Pat
& Don again hosted us. In March of 1982, we joined a leadership group
from Abundant Life Church at a retreat centre run by Arvin & Alice
Moore - who became part of our circle of friends, and with whom we
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often had occasion thereafter to stay. And then it was time to return to
Israel - which we did, via Britain.

Interregnum - Family

The reader has so far encountered the Ogles (in Los Angeles then), and
it is now time to introduce the Newtons - Wiebeke (Tehilah’s oldest) &
husband John and their three: John Mark, Sonja and Michael. John &
Wiebeke were actually the first of Tehilah’s family that I met in England,
when I was en route to Australia. The Ogles I had first met on my return
from Australia. The twins, Reinard and Joachim, complete the picture of
Tehilah’s family - by whom I have been fully accepted.
As for my three, my relations with them are better than ever before. At
the time I came to faith in Yeshua, my oldest son, Ehud, said to me: “If
you want to believe in Jesus, that’s your affair; you’re still my father.” I
had somewhat more contact with his brother, Yuval [in Scotland when I
started on this book – and since moved to the U.S.]. My daughter No’a is
(also) distant spacewise - she lives in Vermont - but close spiritually; her
daughter is the youngest of my nine grandchildren.
The boys have presented me with four grandchildren each, the two
oldest - cousins - elevated me to the status of greatgrandfather. Leah,
Ehud’s oldest, and husband Azaryah, have nine; they live in Upper Galilee, and are ultra-orthodox. [One of the girls has since ‘elevated’ me to
greatgreatgrandfather.] Darya, Yuval’s oldest, and husband Antony are
believers in Yeshua; they live just outside Tel Aviv, with their two.
At an earlier stage in the time of writing, Antony was headmaster of the
Scottish Mission school in Jaffa. In August 2015 he was dismissed by the
Church of Scotland; as I see it, he had committed ‘terrible sins’ in their
eyes: not only was he a Bible-believer – he was married to a Jew!
That year (1982) saw more high points along the path we were following. Back in England in May, Ken & Irene Jones - somewhat older than
us - ‘came on board’. It became a very special relationship, and we often
stayed with them. Ken was to prove to be much used of the Lord in opening doors for us, particularly in the Midlands. Among other friends we
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met through Ken’s ministrations, were Ernest & Cathy Norman; Ernie,
with his exceptional knowledge of Hebrew and Greek, is a regular email
‘interlocutor’.
Towards the end of May, we set out for Norway (my first visit there).
We travelled by coach from London to Amsterdam, where we stayed a
couple of days at the Shelter, a Christian hostel - right in the centre of
the city’s red-light district - managed (then) by Truus den Hartig. From
Amsterdam by ferry to Kristiansand, where we were met by Tehilah’s
brother Preben and driven to his and Esther’s home in Fevik, a lovely
little coastal town near Arendal. We also met other members of Tehilah’s
family, including younger brother Otto and wife Astrid in Drobak, on the
eastern shore of the Oslo fjord.
It was while we were in Norway that we heard the news of the critical wounding of Israel’s ambassador to the Court of St. James, Shlomo
Argov, by a Palestinian assassin. “This means war,” I said to Tehilah.
Sure enough, on the 6th of June Israel launched an incursion against the
terrorists deep inside Lebanon. [The only one - by that time - of Israel’s
wars where I was not present in Israel from its onset.]
In March 1978, following many terrorist attacks culminating in a massacre on a bus on the coastal highway, Israel had mounted Operation Litani
across the Lebanese border. One outcome of that operation had been the
setting up of the (Christian) South Lebanese Army, commanded by Major Sa’ad Hadad, in close alliance with Israel.
In the autumn of 1982, Don & Pat Hodges visited with us in Jerusalem.
During the Feast of Tabernacles, Jewish extremist arsonists burned down
the Baptist House chapel. The nation-wide shock at - and the response
to - this barbarous act illustrated the true Jewish spirit; school children
were among the donors to a bank account opened by the legendary mayor of Jerusalem, Teddy Kollek. The present impressive chapel rose out
of the ashes!
Although son Joachim had had an opening to study at prestigious St.
Andrews University in Scotland, he had opted for the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem, achieving a B.A. in “Middle Eastern Studies: Cultures &
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Religions”. [Being artistically inclined, he was privileged to study iconography under Sister Abraham, a most remarkable Danish nun, a lecturer at the Hebrew University - who had devoted herself to helping the
small community of Ethiopian monks in Jerusalem out of their isolation.
In later years, Joachim was to hold a number of successful exhibitions of
Ethiopian and Coptic icons.]
Joachim’s proficiency in Arabic stood him in good stead, when he went
on to teach (English) for a while at a Catholic college in Cairo, where we
visited him in January 1983. On a brief tour of Egypt then, we attended
the sound-and-light show at the temple complex of Karnak, outside Luxor. There, both of us - independently of each other - experienced a vivid
impression of what Moses must have been up against facing the gods of
Egypt. Further up the Nile, we enjoyed sailing in a felucca at Aswan. The
Egyptian authorities, by the way, have succeeded in obliterating many
traces of the well-recorded ancient Israelite settlement and temple on
Elephantine Island.
The first half of 1984 found us ‘stranded’ in Moultrie, a small town in
southern Georgia, USA. We started the year with a 30-day liquid fast,
and a lot of walking, resulting in an increase in our energy level. That
was when the Holy Spirit started giving us quite some insights into the
Appointed Times of the Lord, based on Leviticus 23. [Over the years,
we have developed quite some material on the subject - which is inexhaustible. We have also had occasion to teach on the Appointed Times as
representing a progressive pattern of Salvation history.]
A card we received there from a friend in Portland, Oregon, informed
us that “the Lord has raised someone in Oregon in connection with the
coming exodus from the north”. An acquaintance in Columbus, Ga. provided us with the person’s name and phone number, and we lost no time
contacting Stan Hokenson, who invited us to visit on the farm outside
Elkton, OR - which was meant to serve as a shelter for Jews coming out
of the Soviet Union.
With a car on loan (from Florida), we followed a route suggested by
Stan, heading north and west. In Spokane, Washington, we stayed a few
days with an acquaintance of Stan’s. While there, in July, we met Eli64

yahu & Hanna Ben-Haim, who were then on the verge of making aliya.
[We gave them their first contact address in Israel: our friends David &
Maidie Greenberg, living in Tiberias at the time.] Neither we nor they
could foresee at the time that Eliyahu was to become leader of Intercessors for Israel.
We did not know it then, but a new - and lasting - chapter was to open
up for us in Oregon. It was great to have that time with Stan & Cary (and
their two children) on the farm, and in the following years we visited
there again. [Eventually, Stan lost the farm to some Christian ‘benefactors’, who ‘helped out’ in a financial dilemma.] Standing out among all
the friends we met through the Hokensons were Larry & Johanna McAfee; over the years, they were to extend to us the warmest hospitality
in their home in nearby Roseburg. Others who ‘came on board’ there
included - most particularly - Bruce & Judy Long with their two, Brion
& Angela.

Wales and Poland

That autumn back in Britain, attending a Prayer for Israel [PFI] conference together with Ken & Irene, we met ‘Sister Alice’, who extended to
us an invitation to visit her in Poland. In December, we were invited for
a long weekend of ministry at the Bible College of Wales, founded by
Reese Howells. I started off the first evening with a personal testimony
- and did I drop a clanger! “I have a soft spot for this country,” I said, “I
was born in England.” In Wales, of all places! They were very gracious
about it, but tried to convince me that Welsh was the language spoken
in heaven. In an effort to make amends, I conceded it was an honorary
language there.
Poland in winter did not sound very attractive to us, but February 1985
was the only time available to both us and ‘Sister Alice’. Part of the time
we stayed with her in Warsaw, meeting different members of her team
who were engaged in helping Jews coming out of the Soviet Union. The
coldest by far - both physically and spiritually - was the day we visited
Auschwitz!
In May of that year, an Israeli intercessory-prayer conference was held
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at Baptist Village, and we broke off a ministry tour in New York State
to attend. Prior to resuming where we had broken off, we stopped over
for three weeks in Greece, joining a team based in Thessaloniki headed
by David R. - under the auspices of Abundant Life Church. Five days in
Istanbul, a brief foray into Jugoslavia, and a two-day tour of Athens and
the north-eastern corner of the Peloponnese, were part of our experience
on this first visit. [An American Jew with dubious connections in the
restaurant business, David had come to faith in Yeshua in a mighty way
- and has been mightily used of the Lord. He is currently associated with
the Tikkun Ministries.]
It was in September 1985 that we first visited Germany, being impressed
to attend the conference in Nurnberg organized by Ari Ben-Israel to
mark the 50th anniversary of passage of the anti-Jewish Nurnberg Laws.
In December we attended Ari’s annual conference in Bad Nauheim, and
we utilized our time in Germany (in January 1986) to visit the princely
Castell family - at the urging of Johanna McAfee, who provided the
introduction. At the Castell’s we met Horst & Edeltraud Kalupner, who with their five - eventually became part of the ‘family’.
In the United States that year, more doors were opened for us to minister. Mention of places and people is not meant as a travelogue; these are
sign-posts along the path the Lord has been leading us. In a three-month
period during the time we spent in the United States - and Canada - in
1987, I drove some 11,000 miles in a car belonging to Jody & Alyosha
Ryabinov. We had first met the young Jody in Israel many years earlier;
it was she who had alerted us to the existence of Stan Hokenson.
The Ryabinovs were then in the process of moving from Portland, OR
to the east coast, and we delivered their car to them in Maryland - where
we first met Moshe & Katya Morrison. (Moshe, who was then leading a
Messianic congregation in Baltimore, is now associated with Eitan Shishkof leading the Tents of Mercy congregation in the Haifa Bay area.)
A pilgrimage of a different kind commenced for us in 1987, when Bob
Lindsey retired. Elections were then held in the congregation for elders,
and we were strongly impressed by the Lord that I should not ‘enter the
lists’. It was the start for us of ‘sampling’ one congregation after anoth66

er, never finding one where we could feel at home the way we had with
Bob. But we had good and fruitful fellowship with individual members
of those congregations.

Call to Greece

A highlight of 1987, was our first organized speaking tour of Germany
under the auspices of Christen fur Israel in Wetzlar At the end of the
tour, we met Sonja Drews, a Jerusalem-born Greek Christian lady who
had been living in Germany for many years. We stayed on in Germany
after the tour, and through Sonja we met other German-Greeks. “The
message has to be taken to Greece!” one and all declared.
In May 1989 we took the ferry from Haifa to Piraeus, the port of Athens,
where we met up with Sonja - who was in Greece then for the purpose
of moving her aged mother to live with her in Germany. An apartment
belonging to the largest Greek Evangelical congregation in Athens was
placed at our disposal for the five weeks we spent in Greece then; we
shared in the congregation - and were also invited by the leadership to
join a group for a wonderful weekend in Patmos.
We also had a special time in Patras then, sharing in both the Evangelical
congregation and in a house fellowship. The latter was a unique experience: starting sharing after 9 p.m, and concluding with a huge spread
at midnight. John Papaconstantinou, whose wife Katy is Sonja’s sister,
proved to be an excellent translator. The leader of the Patras congregation was George Bousios, whose wife Sophia had been a frequent visitor
to Israel. In those days, George oversaw the Evangelicals’ summer camp
at Cape Sounion, south-east of Athens - right next to the ruins of a temple
on the point dedicated to Poseidon - and we were guests there for a few
days.
John & Wiebeke, at that time with P.I. - an outreach to non-Arab Muslims all the way from the Balkans to China - were then at P.I.’s field base
in Thessaloniki, where we visited them. Wiebeke thereafter spent a week
with us in Athens, where she also met Nikos & Dimitra Kapelousos to whom we had been introduced by Sonja. This precious couple were
involved with a network set up to help Jews from the Soviet Union on
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to Israel. A naval captain, Nikos - who spoke only Greek - had had full
theological training in the Greek Orthodox Church, including two years
of hymnology. Dimitra had worked as a teacher in Germany, and while
her English was fair, we found it easier to speak with her in German;
written communication, however, has been in English.
They were both from the little town of Filiatra, south-western Peloponnese, to which they retired shortly after we had met them - and where
we visited with them a few times. That was also where we met Peter &
Elfriede Olbricht, from Nurnberg. Dimitra and Elfriede had met professionally in Germany, and a friendship had developed between the two
couples, leading to the Olbrichts deciding to build a house right next
door in Filiatra. Despina Pissari, an intercessor from Athens, was closely
connected with both couples.
Back in Filiatra, Nikos & Dimitra felt led of the Lord to rejoin the Orthodox Church. Conversing with Nikos, the local priest remarked on the
paucity of church attendance. When Nikos referred to the paucity of biblical teaching, the priest bemoaned his lack of knowledge, at which point
Nikos offered to fill the gap - and the people started reading the Bible.
This went on for some time, until Nikos put some ‘embarrasing’ questions to the local bishop.
Other Greeks, too, warrant mentioning - one in particular. Once in a
home fellowship in Athens, we met an American-born archimandrite who was no longer permitted to speak in the Orthodox Church, having
led many people to the Lord in Athens in 1976. [This priest had a retreat
centre in Florida, where we later visited him.] The moment you saw
him, you knew you are in the presence of a man of God. When I mentioned to an American chaplain at a Greek Evangelical college that I had
met this person, his response was: “If he’s still in the Church, he is not
a Christian!”

Living accommodation

A low-rent (relatively) apartment we had been renting in Jerusalem was
being sold by its owner early in 1983; for the next four years we did not
have the luxury of a ‘permanent’ base in Israel, and stayed with different
friends while home, helping towards the costs. An unsolicited commit68

ment for monthly assistance then provided us with sufficient funds over a
nearly three-year period to rent a two-bedroom apartment in a somewhat
upscale Jerusalem neighbourhood, where we were again able to receive
friends.
It was during this time that we had the privilege of hosting Ken & Irene
Jones; they had first visited Israel in 1981, the year before we met. Another special guest then was Ernie Norman, who had been gifted by the
members of his (then) church in Coventry with a visit to Israel, ‘provided
he could stay’ with us. We were very happy to oblige, and he stayed with
us for four weeks, ‘walking’ all over Israel.
The aforementioned commitment petered out towards the end of 1989,
plus the landlord decided to raise the rent. The pleasant Jerusalem suburb
of Ein Kerem, was next. What we found there, within our limited means,
was a run-down little house which at first sight appeared quite liveable.
That winter, though, it ‘showed its true colours’, the walls becoming increasingly dank and discoloured, a condition that persisted for the rest of
our stay. That winter we received our first call to Sweden.
Swiss interlude
June of 1990 found us in Switzerland, sharing together with George Kazoura, an Arab pastor from the village of Rama in Galilee, who had a vision for a home for neglected children. The ministry tour, for the purpose
of raising funds for the home, had been arranged by Ulrich Hartmann,
a Swiss businessman - a Gideon - with many ‘investments’ in Israel.
We had met him years earlier at the Messianic Assembly in Jerusalem,
and we joined the tour at his invitation, staying with him and his wife
Marlies. [It was the beginning of what was to prove a lasting and blessed
friendship.]
As was often the case, there were questions after we shared. In one place,
where the audience gave the impression that they thought teaching was
uniform in the congregations in Israel, the question was: “How do they
teach in Israel about the two witnesses?” The pastor in charge of that
meeting, very much on the ball, immediately responded with: “Why do
you ask such a question? Can’t you see the two witnesses, the Jew and
the Arab, together?!”
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At another meeting, while acknowledging the role played by missionaries in the Land of Israel, I stated that we had no further need for missionaries from outside, since there were enough Jewish and Arab believers
around to undertake the work. Question: ‘You said you did not need
missionaries any more - but what about the Great Commission?’ Somewhat tongue in cheek, I responded: ‘What does the Great Commission
say? “... you will be My witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” Not from the ends of the earth to
Jerusalem!’
.
Back in Ein Kerem, we were visited by Hanswilhelm Prochnow, the No.
2 in Christen fur Israel, with whom we had particularly friendly relations. He was taken aback when he saw the state of the house, exclaiming ‘you can’t go on living like this!’ He urged us to check the market,
and ‘when the Board visits Jerusalem for the Feast of Tabernacles, we
will buy a suitable apartment which you can then rent from us’. (The
organization owned a number of apartments in Israel, which they let to
Messianic Jews.)
By the time the first Gulf War broke out, we were ensconced in a two-bedroom apartment at No. 66 Palmah Street. While the neighbourhood was
rather upscale, the rent we were required to pay was only about a sixth of
the going rate. The municipal tax, though, was quite a heavy burden; and
there were living costs (including phone bills) on top of that. But having
attained the retirement age of 65 in March 1991, I became eligible for the
monthly National Insurance pension payments; that, plus the occasional
gift, was a great help.
That year we had openings to minister in north-west England: in Carlisle, the Lake District - and Lancaster, where we met Peter & Michelle
Guinness. They later visited us in Jerusalem, and Peter stayed with us
for a week. Another particular guest at 66 Palmah was Clifford Denton,
who told us one morning that the Lord had impressed a word on him,
and he wondered what it meant. The word was Tishrei, and I explained
that it derived from the Accadian , and meant ‘beginning’. (It is the seventh month in the ecclesiastical calendar [Leviticus. 23], and the first
month in the Jewish rabbinic one.) Tishrei, the magazine, was - so to say
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- birthed in our home!
In March 1993 we were afforded the opportunity of ministering in Kenya, in both Nairobi and Mombassa. Our good friends Randall & Margaret Buth were then based in Nairobi, where he was serving as translation
consultant with the United Bible Societies’ Africa Region, and it was
precious to have some time with them. Randall and his linguistic expertise and exploits are a subject unto itself; suffice to say that we have an
ongoing relationship with the Buths - our Wiebeke & John also being
drawn in.
Later that year, in November, I underwent a prostatectomy at east Jerusalem’s St. Joseph Hospital, an essentially Christian institution staffed
by both Christians (nominal mainly) and Moslems. Ever since 1981, we
had not been able to afford health insurance [Israel’s mandatory health
insurance was not introduced till January 1995], and the cost of my hospitalization - including surgery - was covered by donations. One of the
Moslem female nurses, upon learning of my background in the Land,
paid me what for her was a ‘supreme compliment’: “You’re not an Israeli; you’re a Palestinian!” - It would be difficult to imagine more gentle
people than the two male nurses from Gaza.
Early in 1996 we received an invitation to teach a group in Athens about
the Passover - with a demonstration - in April. I was looking forward to
that - but it was not to be! On the 15th of March that year, I felt a sudden uncomfortable pressure in my chest. When this was repeated on the
morning of the 17th, I lost no time heading for our GP - whose surgery
was located at most a ten-minute walk from Sha’arei Tzedek hospital. A
swift examination, and it was off straight to A & E – by taxi! The damage was there, even though I had given up smoking (heavily!) already in
May 1977. On the 2nd of April 1996 I underwent triple bypass surgery!
Just before the happenings described in the foregoing paragraph, my
attention had been drawn to Psalm 118:17-21, where - in verse 19 Sha’arei Tzedek is mentioned. As I was about to leave the hospital after
a fortnight’s enforced ‘rest’, the ward secretary asked me to write something in their guest book. Astonished at seeing those five verses, she said
she found it strange that not a single one of the many orthodox patients
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had ever thought of writing that!

South Africa and Sri Lanka.

While this new development perforce curtailed the extent of our activities, we were not impressed to forgo travelling altogether. In the course
of six weeks during October-November 1998, we enjoyed a blessed
speaking tour all over South Africa, commencing in Johannesburg. In
Kimberley we were informed that we were the first ‘swallows’ from Israel; we were followed there by Lance Lambert.
Our friend Shoshana (who calls Jerusalem home) met us in Cape Town,
and we set off in her car along the magnificent Garden Route all the way
to East London, with a particularly blessed stop in Port Elizabeth. (Legend has it that Jan Smuts once said to the Jewish community: ‘Give me
back P.E. and I’ll give you Jerusalem’.) In East London our ways parted;
we continued to Durban and other spots in Natal, and on to Pretoria,
concluding our tour back in Johannesburg.
It was a ‘different’ country to the one I had experienced during my threemonth stay there over thirty years earlier; everything was changed.
Moreover, the Dutch Reform Church, the backbone of the Afrikaaners,
was then struggling with its identity, as reflected in the lives of individual believers. There was also a new awareness of the need to be strongly
linked with Israel - and a fresh understanding of the God of Israel. This
was particularly evident in the black fellowships we were privileged to
address.
On a prayer tour which included Sri Lanka, our friend Anita K. had encountered the principal of Lanka Bible College, Ben Mannickam. Hearing about her Israel connection, he asked whether she knew anyone from
there who would be willing to teach at the college. When Anita related
about us, he evinced interest. Back in Jerusalem, she offered to pay our
fare if we were willing to accept the commission - which resulted in
our first visit to the island - in 1999. Two of our three weeks there were
devoted to teaching - one week each -(a) on the place of Israel in God’s
plan of world salvation, and (b) on the Appointed Times of the Lord,
within the context of ‘the roots of the Christian faith’.
We were back there the following year, again courtesy of Anita paying
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the fare. This time we were joined by John & Wiebeke, which proved to
be a particular blessing language-wise. John had done classics at university, and could apply his expertise to helping the students with New Testament Koine Greek – while both he and Wiebeke were able to introduce
basic (biblical) Hebrew, using material developed by our mutual good
friend Randall Buth.

‘Exile’

Early in 2002, we were notified by CFI (our German benefactors) that
they were selling all the apartments they had in Israel. We had to be out
by June, and we did not have sufficient savings to cover ‘regular’ rent of
even a cheap apartment. Also, we had accepted an invitation for a sixweek ministry tour in Western Australia, based on Perth, as of September.
At this juncture, John & Wiebeke ‘came to the rescue’. They had invested
in a small two-room apartment in Addlestone, Surrey, not far from where
they were living, in Weybridge, and just then there was no-one living
in it. They offered it to us as a step-in-faith (because of the mortgage,
they couldn’t afford to let us have it for free), believing that since I was
British-born, the local council would be ‘encouraged’ to help - which is
what did happen, but only after a tough nearly three-month struggle. The
movers ‘exhausted’ nearly our entire savings.
Up the street from us we discovered a fish & chips shop run by the Ong
family, Malay-Chinese from Borneo (the best fish ever). When we discovered that they were born-again Christians, we told them about the Wey
Christian Fellowship in Weybridge, where John & Wiebeke were members. The Ongs became prominent members there (until they moved to
London – although visiting from time to time), and a steadfast relationship developed between them (parents and four daughters) and J & W.
- The wonderfullly-blessed ‘outcome’ of that was then still in the future.
John & Wiebeke occasionally also attended Shabbat (and feast) services
at the Reform synagogue, located at the other end of Weybridge, eventually also joining the Monday morning ‘Torah club’ there. With my ultra-orthodox background, Reform is not exactly my ‘kettle of fish’, but
we still enjoyed the few services we attended together with J & W, Simhat
Torah in particular; the lady-rabbi was exceptional.
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The fourth-largest in Australia, Perth (on the Swan River) is a beautiful
city with a distinctly Mediterranean climate. We were billeted just outside, with the lady who had invited us – whose husband, it transpired,
had been one of Kelvin’s teachers. The ‘setting’ was a change from anywhere else we had been, and it was wonderful also to have fellowship
with Aboriginal congregations.
The four of us were back in Sri Lanka in 2005, in part in order to attend
LBC’s graduation ceremony, held in the ‘expanded’ premises in Colombo. The featured speaker was to be Doron Even-Ari, the Executive Secretary of the Bible Society in Israel. Words cannot fully describe the
shock we all felt upon hearing that he had succumbed to a sudden heart
attack en route in Germany, where he had been invited to speak. Being
from Israel, and bearing in mind my former association with the Bible
Society, I was tasked with saying a few words on the occasion – which I
did with a heavy heart. (Tehilah and I - as well as John & Wiebeke - have
since drawn very close to Doron’s widow, Claudia, and son Yohanan.)
In 2009 we embarked on an ‘adventure’. Our friend Horst Kalupner had
arranged for some speaking engagements in the Nurnberg area, and John
& Wiebeke resolved to drive us there – and to continue all the way to
visit our friends in Filiatra. One of the places we stopped over en route
was Ravena, where we were afforded the opportunity to visit and admire
the magnificent 6th century churches. By ferry from Ancona to Patras,
where we strayed over – and spoke in the church on the Sunday - with
George & Sofia. The five days in Filiatra with Nikos & Dimitra and Peter & Elfriede, Despina coming specially from Athens to join us, were a
very special treat for all of us.

The Return

During our time ‘in exile’, we made sure to be in Israel at least twice a
year, for up to a month each time, not least so as not to lose my right to
the National Insurance pension – which I had started receiving in March
1991, upon reaching the age of 65. We stayed either with friends or at
a small family hotel in downtown Jerusalem – where we were accorded
special rates. [I had known the owner’s father, as well as his maternal
grandfather.] All those years I continued with my final-editing work on
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the monthly Israel Today magazine, via the internet. But we yearned for
our return home to Israel – many people joining us in prayer.
A certain member of the staff of the magazine had a burden to pray for
our return, which she shared with the management, most particularly
with Michael S. The two of them came up with the idea of printing small
notices, which Michael was to place on the book table wherever he was
preaching in Germany – to the effect of asking whether anyone was interested in helping a Jesus-believing couple return to the Land. One such
notice was picked up by Helmut R., who – together with wife Margret
– took up the challenge. We met them when we were in Israel in August
2010; they were with a German tour group.
They committed to a five-year support plan, on a quarterly basis, plus a
generous amount to help with the move. When our special Norwegian
friends Martin & Gro L. were informed of this, they said they didn’t
want to be ‘left out of the picture’. With the National Insurance pension,
plus the monthly amount I am paid by the magazine, we felt confident to
leave the ‘comfort zone’ of England to return to the Land - praising the
Lord for His provision.
During our visit to the Land in December 2010, we searched hard for
something suitable in Jerusalem – to no avail. Our friend Laurel S., then
also in the process of returning from exile, felt led of the Lord to move
to Modiin, prompting us to look there – where we happened to know the
leaders of the local fellowship. The owners of the three-room apartment
we favoured (in the city centre) were amenable to having the lease –
signed then and there – run from March 2011, when our period in exile
finally came to an end.
A modern city dating to circa 1990, Modiin is about half-way between
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. It is situated in the northern part of the Valley of
Ayalon (Joshua 10:12), along the route of the rout of the
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five Amorite kings [ibid] - with the ruins of the Hasmonean-Maccabeen
village of Modiin located nearby.
We were back in England briefly in September 2012 to join John and
Wiebeke’s celebration of their 40th anniversary, at which time they also
renewed their marriage vows. We travelled with them to Wales, to visit
a particular retreat centre, Ffald y Brenin.
In May 2015 we were saddened by the death of Lance, who was exactly
five years my junior. {He had known Tehilah’s mother, who had been on
the organising committee that arranged his ministry tours in Norway in
his early years.) Later that month and into June, it was a special blessing
to attend the conference at Baptist House marking the 20th anniversary
of Pastor Bob’s passing.
Mid-July that year we were back in England again for a fortnight, to attend the most wonderfully joyous occasion: celebration of the marriage
of John-Mark (John and Wiebeke’s eldest) and Dr. Michal Ong. The
guests, some 250 in number, were a most diverse group, Malaysian-Chinese predominating.
AFTERWORD
Three years have elapsed, family and friends have celebrated with Tehilah her 96th birthday, and I am now 93. Physical limitations notwithstanding, I am able to continue with my editorial work for the monthly
ISRAEL TODAY, a task in which I have been engaged for many years
– for which I praise the Lord.
I take this opportunity to offer my grateful appreciation to Kelvin Crombie who, having ‘twisted my arm’ to put my memories in writing, also
undertook to arrange for their publication – and to our mutual friend
Hugh Kitson, for his encouragement.
I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the debt I owe to my precious
wife, for having been the instrument first used by the Lord to draw me
to him. I wish also to acknowledge the role played by my granddaughter
Darya who, when she came to faith in Yeshua at the age of five, prayed
for the grandfather she did not (then) know – just at the time that he was
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seeking.
Last, but definitely not least, I wish to dedicate this manuscript to the
memory of the two men who, I feel, played a most pivotal role in my
life:My paternal grandfather Menachem Mendel Chaikin, the righteous
God-fearing orthodox Jew in whose home in Jerusalem I grew up.
Dr. Robert L. Lindsey, pastor of the Narkis street congregation in Jerusalem, who walked with me on my ‘road to Emmaus’.
February 2019
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London-born (1926) Dov Chaikin, together
with his two older brothers and their
mother, was brought to Jerusalem in May
1928, to be brought up by his orthodox
Jewish paternal grandparents, his father
having passed away earlier that year.
He has very fond memories of his early
childhood and teens in 1930s Jerusalem,
which

the

reader

would

find

quite

fascinating.
Claiming he was 18, in April 1942 he joined the ranks of the British
Army, seeing service in Egypt and Libya and from 1944 in Italy with the
independent Jewish Brigade Group. In civilian life after his demobilization
in March 1947, he occupied various positions, including that of head
of the English division of the Israel Government Press Office.
It was in August 1976 that he met his future wife, Tehilah, who was used
by the Lord to draw him to the Jerusalem Narkis Street congregation. His
telling of how he came to faith in Yeshua (Jesus) is a most extraordinary
testimony.

A Living Link
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